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S UMMARY
Since the Thermal Control Working Group had just recent-
ly completed a near term assessment of their technology needs
i
[Ref. i], the group was able to concentrate on long range i
identification of technology requirements. The Outlook for
Space, Forecast for Technology [Ref. 2], was used as a primary
reference for identifying anticipated long range technology
deficiencies. Furthermore, the overriding themes which were
apparent during the workshop were large structures and Cold
controlled environments. The Thermal Control Group has
attempted to address its technology forecast in the per-
spective of these guidelines.
Thermal Control technology _as divided into eleven cate- -
gories: Thermal Control Surfaces; Heat Pipes; Mechanisms;
Testing; Instrumentation; Contamination; Cryogenics; Anal-
ysis; Thermal Properties; Insulation; and Design Techniques.
These categories include both technology requirements and
tools. Particular long range needs were identified under
these categories and finally, relevant flight experiments were
identified and documented.
Three major thrusts, besides reduction of costs, were
identified as major directions for thermal control technology
development and space experiments.
i. Extend the useful lifetime of cryogenic systems
for space
2. Reduce temperature gradients
iv
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2 Improve temperature stability
The cryogenic objective is interpreted to include such
elements as methods for achieving temperatures approaching
O°K, cryogen management, passive radiation and refrigeration
systems for replacing expendable cryogens, and technology
for cryogen replenishment as well as devices and systems
designs to extend lifetime directly by reducing losses. _j
Reduction of a macro-gradients (tens of degrees) in
very large structures and micro-gradients (degrees and
i_ fractions of degrees) in instruments and optical systems or
the effects of such gradients will be achieved by combina- _
tions of new technology in thermal control surfaces, material
_ properties and design approaches as well as active devices
_ such as heat pipes. For example, thermal distortion of an _
antenna might be reduced by use of low coefficient of ex- i
_ pansion material for construction, thermal expansion compen-
sated configuration or heat pipes as ribs.
Improved temperature "stability" includes improved
i bility to achieve a required absolute temperature, accurate
prediction of equilibrium operating temperature in space,
controlled transient temperatures as well as ability to main-
tain acceptable temperatures under varying load and lifetime
conditions. Technology requirements include active devices I
and systems, design approaches as well as long term proper-
ties and stability of coatings, insulation, etc.
A consensus of the five key flight experiments was not
I v
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taken by the group. However, the chairman has identified
four key experiments and the fifth experiment will depend on
whether space processing and power experiments, or earth re- !
!
sources and earth science experiments are given priority.
The key experiments are :
(i.) Shuttle Contamination Effects on Thermal
Control Surfaces
(2.) Stored Cryogen System Evaluation
(3.) He II Storage and Utilization
(4.) Ultra-high Conductance Heat Pipe Development
for very Large Structures
For space processing and/or power experiments, the fifth ex-
periment should be:
(5.) Development of Large, Variable Heat-rejection
Radiators
For earth resources and earth science experiments, the fifth
experiment should be :
(5.) Development of a Deployable, Controlled
Orientation Radiator
vi i
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i. "Report of the Space Transportation Systems Technology
4 Working Group for Thermal Control" Internal Report to "
Paul Herr, Program Manager, Advanced Systems Technology,
OAST, February, 19 75.
• 2. "Outlook for Space Reference Volume: A Forecast of Space
"i
Technology 1980-2000", Final Draft, NASA Special
Publication, July, 1975.?
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I. Introduction
The technology recommendations in this report were
developed during the two week NASA/OAST 1975 summer workshop,
f
based on the background information provided and the exper- _
tise of the working group members. The supporting text and_ '
technology descriptions are intended to contain sufficient
information to permit assessment as required.
The technology requirements (Section II) are not in-
tended to be a complete listing, and the relative scope of
Sections II and III (flight experiments) should not be con-
stru_d to indicate the relative importance of ground based
technology versus space experiments. Identification of
technology requirements was an essential and accomplished
step in defining meaningful space experiments. Since the
primary objective of the workshop wa_ the identification of
space experiments, priority was given to their documentation
for this report. In many cases, the included information was
extracted from Reference i.
For the purposes of dealing with the total of thermal
control technology, several technology categories were identi-
f%ed. These categories included both the requiremen_ as
well as specific tools or means to meet these requirements.
The sequence has no relation to relative importance, but merely
provided a convenient means of organization.
In defining flight experiments, the primary criterion was
2
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the need for space (i.e., low-g, vacuum, etc.). The question
of relative cost of space vs. ground testing could not be
addressed due to the constraints of time. Some technology
items not included here may become candidates for space
experiment, if cost effece.iveness can be shown. , •
The working group undertook to define its scope, starting
with the Outlook for Space (OFS) matrix [Ref. 2]. Thermal
control has been defined by OFS as Management of Matter (main-
tenance of state). During the initial establishment of an
approach, some technology items were not clearly identified•
These included contamination, radi(_tion and mi_rom£t_orit£_.
The containment of pressurized fluids dealt only with thermal
control materials (cryogens and phase change materials) aspects
of the problem• In the area of contamination, the working
group considered only the effects of contamination on the
properties of thermal surfaces and some of the effects of
temperature profile on contaminant transport.
Q
Technology related to radiation effects on thermal sur-
faces was included• _ii other aspects of radiation (i.e.,
mod_l definitions, other effects, etc.) were deleted from
consideration. Micrometeroid technology was omitted. The
potential _nificance of the above omissions is discussed in
more detail in Appendix C.
Thermal control design requirements and constraints are
:- Oerived from the specifics of mission, system, and subsystem
! design. These design drivers are typically not well defined
t
l
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for advanced missions, with the result that the a_sociated
requirements for thermal technology which are interactive
with other features of spacecraft design, have consequently
been omitted from the Thermal Group's considerations. This
I
omission was the undesirable but unavoidable result of not
being able to define part of the required input data; the
process of identifying candidate &echnology developments and
flight experiments can be expected to proceed as these data
become availablF. The recommendations herein should therefore
be understood to Je _ncomplete in this important area.
4
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!AP P ROACH •
_ The general approach used by the TC working group is _
_ illustrated in Figure I-l.
Since near term Thermal Control Technology requirements
have been developed during the past year [Ref. i], the work-
ing group chose to approach this workshop from a long range
puint of view, starting with Outlook for Space (OFS).
Section II of the OFS, "Forecast of Space Technology"
/ [Ref. 31 and the detail breakdown of that section in Ref- i
i erence 4, were reviewed in parallel to identify anticipat__d
4
deficiencie._ and issues in thermal control technology to meet :_
the overall objectives of the indicated areas of NASA em-
4_
phasis in Reference 3 and in space environment opportunities i
to support OFS [Ref. 4]. The subdivisions or categories of
thermal control in the matrix (Figure I-2) are a convenient
means of organizing the approach and were subsequently carried !
over into organization of the report. These categories con-
i
tain both the requirements that TC must meet and the tools
used to meet these requizements.
Other source documents, '73 NASA Payload Model, OFS
! Illustrative Missions (Vol. 2), Opportunities and Choices
in Space Science, '74 (National Academy of Science) etc., i
!
were reviewed to identify gaps within each technology
category.
,!
In developing the matrix (Figure I--2), considerable
selectivity was inherent in identifying the need for i
i
REI_ODUCIBILrrY OIPTItI_
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additional technology. Subsequently each category was
reviewed as indicated in Figure I-3. This analysis
identified the need for ground based technology, flight
experiments for technology development and space experiments
for demonstration or verification of equipment or systems.
Flight experiment narrative (Section III) and payload
descriptions (forms, Appendix B) were prepared. Each
flight experiment was assigned to a primary technology
category although many encompass more than one category.
The report has been organized in accordance with this
assignment. The organization of technology requirements
narratives (Section II) and definitions (Appendix A)
follow the flight experiment assignment.
6
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CONCLUS IONS
: Among the wide variety of requirements that drive Thermal
Control Technology, the two outstanding themes for the next 25
years are COLD and LARGE.
Low temperatures (cryogenics) will be required for many
of the proposed sensors, optics and experiments. New and
improved technology will be required to permit achievement
and practical (economical) implementation of proposed equip-
_ent and experiments.
Shuttle will make possible and viable, the launch,
erection and/or assembly of structures, instruments and equip-
ment very much larger than in the past. Practical utilization
of this large equipment will require thermal control approaches
significantly different than those used in the first two decades
of space exploration.
Most of the technology and space experiments identifi,
during the Workshop can be summarized in three key directions
or objectives of thermal control technology development:
i. Extend the useful lifetime of cryogenic systems in
space.
2. Reduce temperature gradients.
3. Improve temperature stability.
A major subelement of each of these three as well as of
° other objectives is REDUCTION OF THERMALLY RELATED SYSTEM COST.
The cryogenic objective is interpreted to include such
elements as methods for achieving temperatures approaching
7
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O°K, cryogen management, passive radiation and refrigeration
systems for replacing expendable cryogens, and technology for
!
cryogen replenishment as well as devices and systems designs I
to extend lifetime directly by reducing losses.
Reduction of a macro-gradients (tens of degrees) in very
I
large structures and micro-gradients (degrees and fractions of
degrees) in instruments and optical systems or the effects of
,[
such gradients will be achieved by combinations of new tech-
nology in thermal control surfaces, material properties and
design approaches as well as active devices such as heat
pipes. For example, thermal distortion of an antenna might
be reduced by use of low coefficient of expansion material
for construction, thermal expansion compensated configuration
or heat pipes as ribs. "i
Improved temperature "stability" includes improved
ability to achieve a required absolute temperature, accurate
prediction of equilibrium operating temperature in space,
controlled transient temperatures as well as ability to main-
tain acceptable temperatures under varying load and lifetime
conditions. Technology requirements include active devices
and systems, design approaches as well as long term properties
and stability of coatings, insulation, etc.
The COST objectives are primarily the thermally defined
or constrained system cost per unit of science information or
space operation time rather than a lower cost can of paint,
heat pipe or square foot of insulation.
8
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THERMAL CONTROL SPACE EXPERIMENT EVALUATION
TECHNOLOGY
CANDIDATES
IS TECHN NO .,
ADV REQD
" IS TECH NO iYES SPACE DEMO
REQD
. IS SPACE
EXP REQD NO
YES
CAN SHUTTLE
I PROVIDE /
NEEDED _,,NO
ENV'RONME-"__ _r-___'__ o TECHSPACE MISSION z
YES o_ PROVIDE STUDY
CAN FEASIBLE SPACE TEST NEEDED
FLT EXPER
BE DEVISED NO
YES ]
EXPENS,VEYEOSE
AVAIL
NO
OTHER FLIGHT !
MISSIONS , I
NOTE: FLOW DOES NOT INDICATE NEED OR IMPORTANCE OF SUP-
PORTING TECHNOLOGY REQUIRED PRIOR TO SPACE EXPERI- ,i
MENTS
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II. Technology Requirements
Introduction
Technology requirements (Section II and Appendix A)
as described in this report are incomplete. The emphasis
at the workshop was identification and documentation of
space experiments. As a result, many required technology
developments discussed during the workshop were not re-
peated in this report since they have been previously
documented [Ref. 2].
Furthermore, although the experiment descriptions
in Section III and Appendix B may not specifically indi-
cate, the preparation for and &mplementation of each
experiment must result from, and be supported by, a sound
technology program.
REFRODUCIBILI_Ot_Tt4]_
oLuamu, PAGEIS I_Olt
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Ia. Thermal Control Surfaces
Even in an era of active thermal control systems, the !
Iultimate regulation of absorbed solar energy and radiated
J
thermal energy will remain dependent on surface properties. I'
Past SR & T has provided a good base of materials, with _,
required characteristics, methods for measurement and test,
. and design properties data. Additional development in
several areas will be required to meet future demands for i
coatings.
Low _/e paint. White paints with controlled
optical characteristics, offer the most convenient reference
surfaces for a long-term space vehicle, which requires heat
rejection from the sun input (i.e., cold running surfaces) . _
r
Such a coating has been used on most satellites flown to
date. Application is by normal paint spray gun on properly
prepared substrate (which substrate can be a wide variety J
of materials, both metallic and non-metallic). The paint {
surface as presently applied is somewhat elastomeric and
not subject to coasting. It meets the outgas standards as
proposed by Sidenburg at GSFC testing. Because of a great
number of flights in which the coatings have been used,
and extensive measurements of the coatings thereon, the
expected variation in properties is of narrow latitude.
Advantages are:
(i) Weight economical
(2) Easy to apply
15
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(3) Extensive lab and limited space data on
degradation rate
(4) Very high emissivity (above 0.92)
(5) Methyl silicones can be easily cleaned before
launch and easily repaired if necessary ,
(6) Passive system
• (7) Application to any size and configuration of
substrate by normal _pray gun
Disadvantages are:
(i) Subject to soiling in handling and assembly
(2) While not a probable source of contamination,
the surface can be contaminated, with subsequent
degradation of optical properties
(3) Cleaning system for space not presently known
(4) Repair system for space not presently developed
(5) Thermophototrophic system of wide range not
known, so variation depends on mechanical louvers
or the like
Current status of development and available data
indicates the feasibility of extending development to achieve
a solar absorptance of approximately .08 with 1-2 years of
additional work on five orthotitanate systems.
Diffuse SSM. Conventional second-surface mirrors
(SSM) are specular reflectors with 85 to 90% of their total
solar reflectance being specular. Since the SSM coatings
are the most space stable low u/c systems for spacecraft
16
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temperature control, their current and pro_cted use in-
cludes all types of spacecraft both manned _nd unmanned.
Therefore, diffuse counterparts of cur_::_t SSM's are re-
quired to: provide fur more effective t_<rmal analysis;
eliminate concentrations of refl_ct_ _:rergy; and provide _ ,
safety for manned operations. C:_,_,._t OAST efforts are
concentrated on providing a low cost 90 to 95% diffuse,
flexible SSM of silvered FEP Teflon for possible use as the
Shuttle orbiter crew systems radiator coatings and as a
substitute for currently used flexible SSM coatings.
Composite. Vapor deposited composite Ag/SiO/A203
coatings have low s's, controllable moderate _'s have
demonstrated space stability and are non-contaminating and
low weight. Improvements are required in scaling of
application to large area radiators.
Thin film. High modulus, radiation resistant
polymeric films are currently being used to provide
temperature control for large aperture spacecraft instru-
ments, i.e., x-ray spectrometers. Current investigators
are requesting these films to be approximately 0.i mils in
thickness to provide maximum resolution for their instru-
ments. Polymide films, such as "Kapton", are not commer-
cially available in thickness below 0.3 mils, therefore
%
these films must be produced in the laboratory. Currently
the thin polymeric films are produced by casting on au_
optical glass plate, oven curing to 300 ° C on this gla_s
17
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plate, and then floating the cured film off the _lass in a
water bath. This is a _me-consuming, expensive process,
giving only 50% good f11ms; and it (this process) is limited
by the flatness of the glass plates and the size (length
and width) of these glass plates. Films of approximately
J
8 inches by 12 inches can currently be produced by this
technique, but requirements for film as large as 14 inches
by 18 inches are forecast for the near future.
Long-term data. Extended term laboratory tests,
correlated with space flight data, of coating degradatior
is essential for reliable thermal design of future
vehicles. _
A number of other potential coatings tasks have
been identified as shown in Table I of the STST TC WG
Report Feb 1975 [Ref. !].
Thermal control materials compatible with th_ee
space plasma/char@in@ environment. Current typical space-
craft flexible solar array and thermal control system
designs include a large number of dielectric materials
facing the space environment. These materials include:
silvered Teflon, Kapton (bare and aluminized), silvered
quartz, and paints. Until recently, these materials and
designs have appeared acceptable. There is increasing evi-
dence, however, that there may be significant adverse
interactions of these materials with the space plasma/
charging environment. A large number of spacecraft
18
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electrical anomalies are attributed to such interac+ions. '
Spacecraft thermal control dielectric materials and applz-
cations techniques do not exist which are compatible with
the space plasma/charging environment. Conductive coatings ._
with low _/c must be developed to accomplish this.
I
Accordingly a technology p:_ogram is needed to help
solve this very important space plasma/charging problem. _
By evaluating data from the ATS-5 and ATS-6 satellites, a
model of the charging environment can be postulated. An
attempt will be made to define the space environment, model
the spacecraft interaction with this environment, and to <
simulate the environment in ground based facilities. There
will be an experimental effort to determine the response of
spacecraft materials to this environment and to develop new
or modified materials. Later on there will be flight pro-
grams to obtain space environment data, to evaluate materials
in the actual environment, and to provide a calibration for
ground simulation.
Al___lspacecraft that have missions to geosynchronous _
orbit will benefit from this technology effort.
Improved temperature control coatings for very
large space struct_ures including solar collectors. This
major thrust will require inputs from all the base technology
being done on thermal control coatings and surfaces. Primary
emphasis will be on integrating the thermal control coating i
with structural elements. For example, light-weight i
/
19
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laminates with integral thermal control surfaces will have
to be developed. High u/e (values of 30 to 50) coatings for
use on solar collectors must be developed. In addition
this technology will be driven by the need for light •
weight, high efficiency, low cost, and increased perform-
ance in future very large space structures such as a space
. phot ovo itai c.
Evaluation of long-life stability of spacecraft
thermal control surfaces. Long-term missions are planned in
energetic radiation environments but little or no flight
data is available in these environments on coatings devel-
oped in the 70's. Other coatings with greater potential are
currently being developed. Laboratory testing has been
shown to be only an approximation of space tests. Therefore,
actual space tests are required and in the specific environ-
ment where missions are planned.
20
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?b. Heat Pipes
Heat pipes have a demonstrated capability to transport
large quantities of thermal energy over long distances
at minimum temperature drop and weight. This character-
istic allows remote heat rejection, thus permitting
equipment location compatible with structure, config-
uration, orientation, etc., with minimized thermal
control constraints. The high thermal efficiency also
makes it possible for heat pipes to isothermalize
surfaces which have concentrated heat inputs. Addi-
tionally, several mechanisms inherent in the heat pipe i_
• process can be used to self-regulate the amount of
heat transferred and, thus, provide temperature control.
When compared to fluid loops for some applications, heat
pipes inherently offer the following advantages_
(i) Absence of mechanical and electrical inter-
ference from pumps and moving fluid (e.g.,
vibration of finely pointed telescopes).
(2) No moving mechanical parts.
(3) Simple for parallel redundancy (e.g., mini- ,
mizes effect of meteroid penetrations).
(4) No power required (e.g., passive).
Heat pipes have already been used on several spacecraft i
currently operating in space, i
The following is a summary of critical factors which
require new or continuing technology. These are re-
flected, where applicable, in flight experiments.
Hydrodynamics. Assuming proper selection of
materials and processes, hydrodynamic behavior
generally becomes the limiting factor in the
performance and reliability of heat pipes oper-
ating at temperatures below those of the liquid
metals. The need to increase the capillary
pressure (implies small capillary rotes) without
increasing flow resistance (implies larger
effective pore sizes) to improve the heat pipe's
hydrodynamic capacity beyond that of the simple
screen wicking system. Each of these more com-
plex wicking systems have unique,_robiems which
remain to be understood completely and then cir-
cumvented. For example, axial grooves are
attractive because they can be extruded inexpen-
sively and provide sufficient O-g performance for
21
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many spacecraft applications. However, they have
poor ability to pump liquid against gravity,
making ground testing difficult and confusing the
extrapolation from one to 0-g performance. Com-
posite wicks use a variety of methods to achieve
small effective pores for pumping, while main-
taining a large effective pore size to reduce
liquid flow resistance. It is still difficult,
however, to fabricate composite wicks to achieve
a predicted performance. Arterial wick systems
offer the greatest hydrodynamic capacities, but
have difficulty in priming reliably, especially
in low pressure heat pipes. Better analytical
performance predictions, fabrication techniques,
and reliable arterial priming methods are re-
quired. (See Flt. Exp. b-2, Section III.)
Cryogenic. A significant future application of
heat pipes appears to be in cooling various types
in the range 2 to 150K. Two factors complicate
cryogenic heat pipe designs. The first is the
cryogenic fluids which increase the complexity
of the wicking system and ground testing. The
other is the fact that at room temperature the
fluids become superc_[tical and may cause ex-
tremely high pressures. Considerable work re-
mains in extrapolating room temperature heat
pipe technology into the cryogenic temperature
range. (See Flt. Exp. b-2, b-3, Section III.)
Electrohydrod[namic (EHD) . EHD offers the
potential to control heat transfer by varying
electrical voltage. In addition the use of EHD
flow structures to replace or augment capillary
pumping in a heat pipe, may result in higher
performance (ability to carry heat over long
distances). Although the feasibility of EHD
heat pipes has been proven in the laboratory,
much work remains to develop a practical system.
The potential capabilities of EHD heat pipes are
sufficiently great that work should be continued,
even though no specific application has been
identified. The same principle may also be
applicable to other fluid (i.e., propellant)
acquisition and control. (See Flt. Exp. b-2,
Section III.)
Vapor control. Variable conductance heat pipes
have already found application on several space-
craft. These pipes, however, have used the
22
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compression and expansion of a non-condensing
gas to block condensation over varying lengths of
the condenser to control the rate of heat trans-
fer. This control mechanism is very sensitive to
changes in temperature at the condenser and gas
storage reservoir. In cases where temperatures at
these locations are high and widely varying, a
new control mechanism (vapor control) offers
several advantages: better control character-
istics, direct control of heat source, and possi-
l
bilities for standardization. Efforts are re-
quired to develop this concept into a useful,
standardized controllable heat plke for large
variable heat rejection radiators. (See Flt.
Exp. b-5, Section III.)
Diode. The heat pipe process inherently offers
mechanisms by which heat can be transferred very
efficiently in one direction, and very ineffi-
ciently in the reverse direction. A major appli-
cation for heat pipe diodes is the coupling of a
sensitive heat source to a space radiator. The
diode will protect the source by not allowing heat
to be transferred to it if the radiator should
become warmer than the source due to spacecraft
orientation, atmospheric entry, etc. A diode
which uses excess liquid to block heat transfer in
the reverse direction was flown as part of the
Advanced Thermal Control Flight Experiment on
ATS-F. Several other techniques exist and offer
unique advantages, as well as disadvantages. These
techniques require further development and under-
standing, especially for use in the cryogenic
temperature range where the fluid properties which
control heat pipe performance are less effective
than at room temperature and initial start-up is
from a supercritical state. (See Flt. Exp. b-l,
Section III.)
High temperature. Heat pipe technology received
much of its early impetus from potential applica-
tions at temperatures requiring liquid metal
working fluids (e.g., Thermionic energy conver-
sion). Problems of materials compatibility
processinq, and fabrication still exist. High-
temperature heat pipes may have significant appli-
cations for aircraft leading edge cooling, and other
nuclear applications. (See Flt. Exp. d-3,
Section III.)
** Effects of heat pipes on s/c performance. As
pointing systems become more sophisticated and
requirements for stability enter the .01 arc sec
regime, the small disturbances caused by heat
23
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pipe fluid dynamics must be ascertained. In
order to quantify these values experimentally,
sufficient analysis and testing is required.
(See Flt. Exp. d-2, Section III.)
** Intermediate temperature range. Where it is
required to raise the heat retention temperature
of radiators, in order to reduce weight, heat
pipes will have to be developed in the 300 to 800K
range. Water-copper heat pipes have been used
in radiator designs in this range; however, their
efficiency falls off rapidly above 400K. (See
Flt. Exp. b-5, Section III.) It may be noted
that heat pipes in this temperature range can be
used in many terrestrial applications such as
solar collectors, heat recovery systems, etc.
** New Technology requirements not identified in
report of STS
Technology working group for thermal control
Technology Report Feb 75
24
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c. Mechanisms and S_stems
The thermal group reviewed earlier recommendations /
[Ref. 2] on the types of devices which might be required for
future missions. The classification by type is given in
Table I, together with some potential areas of application• i
/
• The design requirements and constraints which seemed of im- _
portance to the thermal group are listed in Table II, as de-
duced from the broad considerations of the Outlook for Space
and what was known of nearer term mission requirements. As
noted earli&r, the specifics of mission and system design
will dictate the types of devices which must be developed.
Some technology development recommendations for devices were
given in the Report of the STS Technology Group for Thermal
Control Technology (February, 1975); the working group expects
that additional candidates will be identified as improved
definitions of mission and system design are obtained.
A technology development leading to a flight experiment
of deployable/orientable radiator systems and components is
contained in Appendix A (C-3) .
25
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TABLE I
THERWAL CONTROL DEVICES ""
I. Thermal Energy Generation/Acquisition i
- Radioisotope
- Solar
II. Thermal Energy Storage
- Phase cFance
III. Thermal Energy Transport
a. Input
b. Removal
- high flux
- high temperature "
c. Transfer
- ultra-high conductance
- variable
- long distance
IV. Rejection
- Controllable
- Radiators
V. Systems
- Gradient control
- Thermostatic
- Expendable heat sink
26
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TABLE II
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS & CONSTRAINTS
l, Low weight
2. Low cost
3. Long life
4, Reliability
5. Standardized
G, Precision (allowable temperature range)
7. Reusable
8. Cryogenic
9. High temperature
lO, Articulating
ll, System compatible
27
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Id. Testin _
No new technology requirements beyond those previously
established [Ref. 2] were identified•
e. Instrumentation _ "
No new technology requirements beyond those previously
established [Ref. 2] were identified.
28
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f. Contamination •
Skylab pbotos indicate significant, as yet unexplained,
differences in the sensitivity of low s/c systems to con-
J
tamination. The relative sensitivity and data on effects of
contaminants on properties will be essential coating selection
criteria for Shuttle payloads. In addition, the data may
prove _o be useful in establishing cleanliness requirements
_ of Shuttle. Analysis of Skylab experiments and hardware will
provide basis of probable contaminants for evaluation.
Protective coatings. The initial properties and _
stability of thermal control coatings can be adversely
affected by pre-launch contamination. Elaborate procedures,
such as handling constraints, protective covers and immedi-
ate pre-launch cleaning or recoating will be impractical or
• not cost effective for future vehicles.
Effects of shuttle induced contamination on thermal
control surfaces. Current thermal control surfaces are
dielectrics with ability to accept and hold charges which may
attract contaminants. Many contaminants are also dielectric
which may interfere with conductive coatings applied over
these surfaces. Skylab DO-24 experiment has shown that sig-
nificant contamination can change a low _/e coatLlg to a gray
or relatively high e/e coating. The possibility of this type
of contamination on Shuttle is high and results could be
_ " highly significant to temperature control of Shuttle launched
, S/C.
29
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A better understanding of contamination effects on
optical properties of surfaces must be obtained. Criteria
for coating selection for Shuttle launched spacecraft must
be developed.
l
Techniques for contamination protection. Advanced
. techniques are required for protection of optical, x-ray,
and solar physics telescopes as well as thermal control
surfaces.
30
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g. Cr_o_e, ics ._
A growing number of scientific and applications payloads
are being proposed which require temperatures from 200"K to
less than I"K. For example, the "Outlook for Space Study"
and the subsequent "Forecast of Space Technology" identified
J
potential missions which require technology based on the
devices described in Table g I. Based on the 1973 mission
model, the "Future Payload Technology Requirements Study"
identified the missions shown in Table g II. Additional pro-
posed payloads are listed in Table g III.
Growing emphasis must, therefore, be placed on what
appears to be a major, emerging area of thermal control
cryogel,ics. Various techniques for achieving cryogenic
temperatures are shown in Table g IV. These techniques
can be divided into three general categories: (1) passive
radiative coolers, (2) storable cryogens, and (3) closed
cycle refrigerators. Technology development required in
each of these categories will be discussed below.
Passive radiative coolers. Passive coolers have
been used on several _iJacecraft, but nave been designed for
each particular application with no common data base.
Design details, performance, operatinnal experience, and in-
flight contamination data need to be consolidated as an aid
to future designers. In-flight contamination of the optical
train remains a problem.
31
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The AFFDL (Dayton, Ohio) currently plans to
develop larger capacity, lower temperature (3-5 watts @ 70-
90°K) radiators. Using heat pipe technology, passive
coolers may be used to reduce parasitic heat leaks and/or
provide auxiliary cooling _or other methods of producing
cryogenic temperatures (see Experiments b-i and b-3 in
Section III).
Storable cryogens. Cryogens may be stored in
three basic states: supercritical (gas), subcritical
(liquid), and solid. In the special case of helium, a
superfluid state is achieved below a transition temperature
of approximately 2.2°K. Each state offers unique technology
problems which are illustrated by the technology require-
ments described below:
Supercritical: since they avoid the phase
separation problems of subcritical fluids, supercritical
cryogens have been use a reliably in low-g to pzoduce temp-
eratures as low as about 5°K. One method of reaching
temperatures below about 5°K is by the Joule-Thomson (J-T)
expansion of supe "critical helium (SHe). Although SHe
avoids problems of phase separation in low-g, the J-T
expansion may induce thermal and acoustic noise in sensitive
detectors. Theoretical predictions need to be refined and
experimentally verified, and suitable expanders developed
and tested in low-g (Experiment g-3, Section III).
32
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Subcritical: The major difficulty in using _
subcritical cryogens in space is the lack of gravity to _
4
separate the liquid from its vapor, and to serve as a means _
!
of liquid acquisition. Ground based facilities have pro-
vided a wealth of information on reduced gravity fluid be- i'
havior, multilayer insulation systems, fluid acquisition
and transfer, propellant thermal conditioning, and propellant
reorientation. This information is the best that can be
obtained within the limitations of ground based test facili-
ties. Sounding rockets and aircraft flying low-g trajec-
tories also provide insufficient low-g time for cryogenic
fluids to stabilize and come to steady-state conditions. _.
The application of these results to a long term reduced _!
gravity environment is frequently inconclusive and, at
best, hypothetical !
"
Space flight experiments are required to
provide the type of data to both designers and users which
show that the systems being advocated for spacecraft can
indeed perform as intended and expected.
The specific areas of technology to be ad-
vanced by flight demonstration are described in Appendix A
(Ag-i and Ag-2). Two flight experiments (g-i and g-2,
Section III) are proposed to obtain the necessary data.
For applications involving large amounts of
• cryogens and gimballed instruments, it may be necessary to
iIEI_,ODUCJ_ILI1
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transfer the cryogen from a bulk storage tank across the
gimbal to the instrument. Transfer methods which minimize
impact on pointing and stabilization performance while mini-
mizing heat le_ks, need to be developed. (Experiment g-4,
Section III.) l
Superfluid helium (He II) has several attrac-
tive properties for cooling detectors below 2°K. These in-
clude nearly infinite thermal conductivity, nearly zero
viscosity, and the "fountain" effect. To take advantage of
these characteristics, the behavior of bulk He II, film co-
efficients, and porous plug venting need to be determined in
low-g. A rocket experiment scheduled for launch in late
1975 will be the first step; more detailed analysis and
d
longer duration orbital flight should follow. In addition
to its storage and venting capabilities, distribution of He II
to complex experiments and/or multiple instruments needs to
be developed and flight tested. Promising techniques include
temperature modulated porous plugs and He II heat pipes
(Experiment g-5, Section III).
Solid: Solid cryogens are compact, light-
weight, and don't "slosh". Lifetimes, however, are difficult
to accurately predict and dewars can become mechanically
complex. The difficulty in using solid cryogens to cool
large instruments, maintain venting and pressure control, and
to dump excess cryogens prior to reentry (for Shuttle payloads
34
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using hazardous cryogens) needs to be assessed. In addition,
the use of integrated heat pipe/passive radiative cooler
systems to reduce parasitic heat leaks offers extended life-
time capability (Experiment b-3, Section III).
Closed c_cle refrigerators. Closed cycle refrig-
I
erators are required for long term missions (>i yr._ which
require temperatures below those achievable ('100K) by
passive radiators. A technology requirement of I-4°K for up
to 3 years has been identified in the "Future Payload Tech-
nology Requirements" (Ag-8, Appendix A) and has been pro-
posed for flight testing (Experiment g-8, Section III).
Vuilleumeir and rotary-reciprocating refrigerators which
potentially have 3 years lifetime are currently being tested
by the AFFDL. Minimum temperatures, however, are about
10°K. Extreme inefficiencies will be encountered in attempts
to lower this minimum temperature.
Another potential closed cycle system is the de-
magnetization of rare earth salts. Laboratory tests have
produced temperature differences of 27°K near room temp-
erature. Work is continuing to investigate materials with
Curie points approaching 4-20°K. Such a magnetic refrig-
erator needs to be "cascaded" or to have a cryogenic heat
sink (e.g., LH 2) available. The technique, however, poten-
tially offers near-Carnot efficiencies and should be flight
demonstrated (Experiment g-7, Section III).
35
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A refrigerator capable of producing mK tempera-
tures for periods up to 30 days is also required for several
future observations and experiments. A 3He/4He dilution
refrigerator appears to be the only technique for producing "_
mK continuously. Existing dilution refrigerators rely on
gravity to separate the 3He and 4He in the mixing chamber
and still. Technology needs to be developed to permit opera-
tion in low-g (See Ag-6, Appendix A) and then proven in
space (Experiment g-6, Section III).
I
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h. Analysis
No new technology requirements identified.
j. Thermal Properties
No new technology requirements identified.
e_
I
E_RODUC_ OF T_ "
_aU_ PAOBm 1_01_
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k. Insui_ti3n
Space Vehicle Requirements
Reusable space vehicles using cryogenic propellants
place severe requirements on cryogenic storage and transfer
systems. The insulation systems for the various cryogenic i_
propellant tanks on a reusable space vehicle must operate dur- _:
ing extended ground hold, launch, ascent through the atmos- •
i phere, space coast and re-entry. In addition, the systems
4
must be reusable. The ability of such cryogenic thermal !
protection systems to perform effectively after cyclic ex-
posure to air and moisture is a new and severe requirement.
Important design factors will be reliable and p_edictable per-
formance under repeated thermal and environmental cycling,
i"
ease of system inspection, and ease of repair or replacement--
all at low cost. Two approaches are available for meeting
these cryogenic insulation system requirementsz a purged
multilayer system and a lightweight vacuum jacket with a load-
bearing insulation system. The purged MLI system is relatively I_J
heavy and complex and has need of additional technology to I"
provide effective purge procedures and evaluate inspection,
validation, and reuse. However, it offers promise as the
best system now available. The lightweight vacuum jacket _
with load-bearing insulation system offers promise of being
1
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lightest in weight and having the advantages of consistent in-
sulation performance, reusability, and simplicity.
Launch Vehicle Require._ent_
Single stage to orbit (SSTO) vehicles that are
presently being evaluated as part of an advanced earth-to-
orbit transportation system have a requirement for reusable
, hydrogen tanks. This means that a need for a reusable insula-
tion system for this particular use has been identified.
Some past work on insulations that are internal to the tank,
such as the 3-D form on the S-IVB stage has been done. Since
SSTO vehicles are especially sensitive to both weight and
cost, any advancements in this technology should be addressed
to these requirements. As part of the system cost, special
attention _,ust be given to ruggedness and ease of repair.
J
i
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i. Design Techniques
This area was not reviewed in detail by the thermal
i:group. It was recognizud that the thermal design features
i and devices must be compatible with the system and subsystem i'
! design. Too often instruments and detectors are developed i
independent of the thermal design only to find that when
they are finally enjoined one or the other has degraded in
its performance. A technology requirement which addresses i
this issue for the thermal control of detector systems is _!
given in Appendix A (c-4). Other candidate technology de- 1
velopments are contained in the STS Technology Group Report.
; °
i '
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FLIGHT
EXPERIMENTS
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1
I
III_ Flight Experiments
i a. Thermal Control Surfaces
There are significant limitations to simulation of the
space environments in laboratories. For evaluation of thermal _
control surfaces, simplifying energy distribution and rates, :i ,
compromises must be made. These limitations inhibit the
accepLance of new coating technology for vehicle design.
Flight experiments related to thermal control fall into two
general categories:
(i) Measure performance of coatings in space to
generate dependable design data and to verify or
modify laboratory simulation methods.
(2) Demonstrate coating readiness by actual perform-
ance in space.
A variety of coating experiments have been utilized on
past missions. Reuse of designs and hardware as well as new
approaches (i:_cluding spectral measurements in space and
sample return) have been proposed for the future. An assess-
ment of available designs and hardware, future opportunities
and data requirements is essential to effective implementation
of required future experiments.
In the past, coating experiments have been approved,
designed and implemented on an individual project or vehicle
basis. A systematic, over-all policy and plan is required
to implement experiments on vehicles in various ty_es of
orbits to obtain necessary performance data.
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More frequently than not, the thermal analysis and
coating technology specialists are assigned to other tasks
by the time a vehicle is operational in space. With few
exceptions there has been neither adequate motivation nor
resources available to attempt to obtain coating data from i
thermal performance history of space vehicles. While much
past data may be irretrievably lost, a systematic limited
%
assessment should be made in search of useful data. Perhaps
!
most important is the need for a systematic plan to encourage |
potentially useful engineering temperature measurements and I
provide resources and motivation to obtain data from current
and future vehicles.
The second-surface mirror (SSM) coatings are the most _
stable space verified, low _/e systems for spacecraft. The i
SSM's are purchased commercially and applied to the space-
craft by the use of an adhesive. Since any delamination or
release of this coating from the spacecraft will result in
an increase in the spacecraft operating temperature, low i
outgassing, long-life adhesives capable of operating at
temperatures from 100 to 480K must be provided for use with
these coatings. Current OAST efforts are evaluating commer-
#
cially available and modified adhesives for bonding silvered
FFP Teflon flexible SSM to aluminum.
Potential Flight Experiments !
(See Appendix B for definition of Flight Experiments.)
(i) Thermal C._ntrol Materials Compatible with the Space
Plasma/Charging Environment
I 49
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3pace testing is required to support the technology
efforts being advanced in an effort to solve spacecraft
charging anomalies that have developed. This testing will
expose candidate spacecraft thermal control materials to the
space plasma/charging environment and then evaluate their
compatability with the environment. Analysis and ground
tests will be performed in support of the flight experiment.
Since the space plasma environment is difficult to simu-
late and insufficient analytical, experimental, and flight !
data exists to precisely define either the space plasma/
charging environment or the behavior of dielectric materials
in this environment, ground tests are of little value. Space
flight tests are required.
The missions that will benefit from this flight test
are the communications and Synchronous Weather Satellites.
(2) Improved Temperature Control Coatings for Very Large
Space Structures Including Solar Collectors
A major thrust of future space opportunities will be
the development of very large space structures; for example,
solar collectors and their flight applications in space. It
will be necessary to integrate thermal control coatings and
surfaces with the structural elements. This will include
light-weight laminates, conductive high _/e coatings for
solar collectors (e/E values of 30 to 50), and stable ano-
dized coatings. Flight testing will be required for verifi-
cation of ground testing and confirmation of coatings test
data.
( 50 "
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(3) Evaluation of Long-life Stability of Spacecraft Thermal
Control Surfaces
The need to obtain flight operational data on the per-
formance of s/c thermal control surfaces in long-term missions
is of major concern. Long-term missions in particulate
(e-,p +) radiation environments are planned but data on coat-
ings developed in 1970's is not available. Flight tests
will be required in the following environments: Near-earth
polar orbit; Geosynchronous; Interplanetary-Venus, Mercury,
Jupiter. Shuttle - LDEF payload will satisfy near-earth
data requirements.
(4) Repair/Refurbishment of Thermal Control Surface in Space
Techniques for in space repair and/or refurbishment of
malfunctioning of spacecraft thermal control surfaces must
be assessed. Such techniques can be evaluated in ATL or
SPACELAB missions.
(5) Adhesives for Attachable Thermal Control Surfaces
The performance of attachable thermal control surfaces
(i.e., second-surface mirror coatings) depends upon the in-
tegrity of their adhesive. Although laboratory tests have
demonstrated good performance, earlier adhesives have demon-
str. ted anomalous behavior under different flight conditions.
Therefore, space flight tests are necessary since several
radiation environments are needed. The following flight
tests are required: shuttle launched - LDEF, polar orbiter;
geosynchronous; and/or Scout-polar orbiter.
t
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b. Heat Pipes
CI) Cryogenic Heat Pipe Technology Flight Experiments
Experiment b-3: Improved Solid Cryogenic Lifetime .
In order to cool detectors in the 65-120K region, solid
cryogen coolers using such materials as methane, C02, and
an_nonia will be required• These coolers are usually multi- _
stage devices which are subjected to high spacecraft para-
sitic heat loads which limit lifetime (e.g., Nimbus-F had a
6 month expected life, but was designed for 1-2 years). It
has been shown analytically that lifetime can be increased
(by a factor of 2 or 3) or, conversely, weight decreased (by
?
a factor of 2) by subcooling the outer container to reduce
parasitic heat leaks This can be accomplished by coupling _
the container thermally via a heat pipe to a passive radiator
which views cold space. By flying a conventional solid cryo-
genic cooler and one with a heat pipe and radiator, a compari-
son can be made as to loss of solid cryogen with time. (See
i
Experiment b-3, Appendix B.)
Experiment b-l: Cryogenic Heat Pipe/Radiative Cooler
Many sensors and telescopes will be operating in the cryo- i
=enic temperature range (100 to 150K, see Table g3) and will
require heat pipes for heat management. Large multiple arrays
of detectors (5-10 watts) will be remotely located from their _
optics and will require heat pipes to transfer thermal energy•
Telescopes and sensors will have large radiators operating at "
cryogenic temperature which will make use of heat pipes.
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Varying environments will require variable heat rgjection in
the form of variable conductance heat pipes and diodes. For
operating in sunlight conditions or at constant temperature,
phase change materials will be required. All the above
elements can be incorporated into a single flight experiment
wherein each can be exercised thermally to gather data on
6
performance. (See Experiment b-l, Appendix B.)
(2) Ambient Heat Pipe Technology Flight Experiments
Experiment b-2: Ultra High Thermal Conductance Heat 1
Pipes
In order to isothermalize very large structures (i.e.,
antennae, solar collectors, etc.) to achieve levels of accept-
able distortion, ultra high thermal conductance will be re- i
quired. Both high and low flux densities must be transferred I
with extremely small temperature gradients over long lengths
(T's between 0.i and I°C over lengths from i0 to 100m) . _
State-of-the-art heat pipes are hydrodynamically limited to
lengths of 5 to i0 meters. New concepts must be developed to
extend the hydrodynamic limit and to improve heat transfer i
coefficients. Since ground testing is difficult to interpret
due to the negating effects of gravity, a flight experiment
of reasonable size (20m) must be devised. (See Experiment
b-2, Appendix B.) i
_" Experiment b-5: Large Variable Heat Rejection Radiators
Radiators will be needed to accommodate a variety of in-
i struments, each with different power levels, temperature
i
J
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levels, and gradient requirements. These radiators will be
required to handle power levels in the kilowatts range, be
able to vary their heat rejection in order to maintain narrow
temperature limits, and be adjustable to hold a variety of
temperature levels. Heat pipes with variable conductance
capability will permit handling of a wide variety of payloads
using a standardized radiator. This universal concept will
reduce analysis and manpower and ultimately result in a
highly reliable radiator with no moving parts. Current
designs are able to dissipate 100-200 watts at room tempera-
ture. In addition to room temperature radiators, large capa-
city radiators operating up to 1500K for nuclear, and space
processing applications will be needed. These radiators
should be flown as flight experiments in order to demonstrate
performance. (See Experiment b-5, Appendix B.)
Experiment b-4: Precision Temperature Control
Many instruments, structures, and gyros, which are re-
quired to hold extremely tight temperature control (±.I°C),
may require techniques involving feedback or cascaded gas
controlled heat pipes. These units will either directly or
indirectly sense a change in the instrument temperature and
adjust their heat rejection to achieve this tight temperature
control. This will ultimately minimize temperature excursions
and permit fine pointing, relative low drift, and aligned
stable structures. Present technology using large amounts
54
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of heater power and sophisticated electronics is currently
limited to ±1-2°C. A flight experiment utilizing one or
more heat pipes may be flown to demonstrate this technique.
(See Experiment b-4, Appendix B.)
i"
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c. Mechanisms and Systems
The three devices which passed the screening criteria for
space test were phase change thermal storage systems, expend-
able material heat rejection systems and deployable/orientable
radiator systems; these tests are described in Appendix B ! i _
(c-l, c-2, and c-3, respectively), zi-
The first two tests are needed because of uncertainties
in fluid behavior in low-g. The latter test is intended to
demonstrate adequate performance in the space environment.
The rationale for this test is given below.
Shuttle and spacelab experiments and payloads have large
heat rejection requirements (>2KW) and require solar or earth 3
orientation which will require "deep space" radiator tracking.
This capability is not within the currently demonstrated tech-
nology, since it requires radiators which can be deployed from 7
the payload bay to a position beyond interference with the
orbiter, and can be oriented in a continuously -arying attitude
relative to the orbiter for maximum efficiency. The techno-
logies involved include the mechanical and fluid flow compo-
nents of the deployment boom, which must be l-akfree under re-
peated, long term use.
Since the development of thermal devices is driven by
mission and system design factors, we should expect that addi- |
tional flight test requirements will be identified as these i
factors are established and updated. 'i
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[d. Test Facilities
(I) Heat Pipe Test Facilities
Experiment d-l: Temperature Control Device Test Facil-
ity (Ambient Regime) !
i Various heat pipe performance phenomena must be studied
in O-G because of the negative influence of gravity. Such
parameters as liquid distribution, gas/vapor interfaces, and
° wetting are strongly affected. Improvements in heat transfer
coefficients to achieve low temperature gradients at low
! fluxes and at high fluxes can only be measured and observed
in space. Diffusion of vapors, liquids and gases in control- •
_ lable heat pipes can be studied, as well as distribution of
phase change material in a metallic matrix. By flying a
"work bench" type facility (either automated or manually i
operated), these parameters can be varied in real time.
Present limits on spacecraft and sounding rockets for weight,
power, telemetry and operations preclude data acquisition
which permits separation and study of all variables sensitive
to the effects of gravity.
i Experiment d-2: Zero-G Measurement of Heat Pipe
Disturbances
(Introduction and Summary)
The use of heat pipes for thermal control (e.g.,
isothermalization), of delicate experiments or sensors which
require knowledge of the forces imposed by operation of these
heat pipes. Limited acceleration data on experimental heat
pipe installations have been obtained; however, quantitative
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force data are required for design analysis of proposed appli-
cations. Because of the small values of these forces relative
to one-g forces, these measurements would best be made in the "
space environment. The proposed experiment would include a
t,
variety of heat pipe sizes, configurations and types, a range i
of heat loads with controllable heat sources, with measure-
ments made of forces, accelerations, and temperatures. From
these data, parametric relationships of operating conditions
to forces for various heat pipes will be obtained.
Experiment d-3: Facility for High Power - High
Temperature Device Testing
The required technology advancement is a scalable
shuttle-launched, free-flying facility for experimentation
and demonstration of high-power-density devices and phenomena.
The facility includes a high-power-density source, normally a
radioisotope, cooled by a metallic-fluid heat pipe which heats
the emitter of a thermionic converter having a collector
cooled by a heat-pipe radiator. Some evaluations may require
several thermionic-converter heat-pipe modules which feed
their electric outputs to a power processing system that en-
ergizes instrumentation, control data-handling, and trans-
mission equipment needed for the experimentation or demon-
stration.
Replacing a standard component of this facility during
_abrication with an experimental element allows testing or
demonstration of thermal-energy acquisition, transmission,
RE_DUCIBILI'I_ OF TH_
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i
:_ conversion, rejection, or electric processing--each at high
power densities.
'_' For example, such replacements would enable tests of
I I
i. solar-concentrator modules, new heat pipes, improved therm-
ionic converters, radiator modules, or the latest processing
developments for low-voltage, high-current power.
I
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e. Instrumentation
No flight experiments identified.
6O
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f. Contamination
The fact that initial coating properties and stability
_" are adversely affected by contamination has been recognized
for many years, and has been dramatically illustrated by the
i. e
returned Surveyor III equipment and by Skylab photos. While
the most dramatic and most significant effects are on low
coatings, changes in mechanical properties and increased ¢
for low ¢ surfaces are possible. Work in Germany (DFVLR) has
shown contamination degradation of surface conductance of
conductively coated second-surface mirrors.
It would seem impractical, if not impossible, to provide
a contaminant-free environment for Shuttle. Thus, experiments
and equipment aboard or launched from Shuttle must be con-
taminant tolerant.
FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS
_ (i) Effects of Shuttle Induced Contamination on Thermal
Control Surfaces
The need for Contamination monitoring experiments on tile
early Shuttle missions is recognized. As a part of these ex-
periments, it is mandatory that the effects of this contamina-
tion on S/C temperature control surfaces be determined. Flight
experiments are required on LDEF (mission 3) and LDEF (mission
4), as well as integration into the design flight instrumenta-
tion package for other flights. A statistical average is
_- necessary for proper data interpretation.
(2) Techniques for Contamination Protection
i e,
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!4,
Advanced techniques are required for protection of op- 4
tical, x-ray, and solar physics telescopes as well as thermal
control surfaces. Referenced Convair experiment is limited
in scope for techniques of accomplishing this protection.
Spacelab or ATL can provide excellent flight test con-
i
ditions, t
f
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g. Cryogenics
As described in Section II g and Tables g I-IV, a grow-
ing number of scientific and application payloads are
being proposed which require that increasing emphasis
be given to the development of cryogenic technology.
Detailed technology requirements were discussed in
Section II. Therefore, only a brief description of each
experSment proposed in support of these requirements is
presented below. "Future Payload Technology Testing and
Development Requirement" forms for each experiment are
included in Appendix Bg. Each experiment can be traced
back to its driving opportunity (Table g I) and/or
_ mission (Table g II, g III) by correlating the tempera-
ture and lifetime required with that being developed and
tested.
(i) Liquid Cryogen Storage and Supply (Bg-l)
This experiment will evaluate the effects of
surface tension devices and thermodynamic vents on
the storage, acquisition, venting, and withdrawal
of a cryogenic liquid in low-g. This experinent
also has direct application to those systems cur-
rently using supercritical gas storage for life
support and fuel cells. In addition, data will be
obtained that can be applied to other low tempera-
ture fluids that are used in many other space
applications. Not the least of these is LHe which
is proposed on a variety of future scientific pay-
loads for cooling detectors, telescope optics,
and superconducting magnets. Also, by proper in-
strumentation, the performance of a high perfor-
mance insulation can be verified in a low-g
environment.
(2) Liquid Cryogen Transfer (Bg-2)
This experiment will evaluate the process of
cryogenic fluid transfer in a low-g environment.
This experiment will evaluate specifically propel-
lant inflow and outflow dynamics, pressurization
gas requirements, pressurization diffuser design,
and insulation perfcrmance. This experiment has
direct application to the potential resupply of
propulsion stages in orbit and to scientific pay-
loads that could be provided extended lifetimes if
these cr-ogenic fluids could be replaced.
In addition, the data obtained can be related
directly to the fluid parameters of all cryogenic
liquids and could in turn provide size scaling
data when related to the Liquid Cryogenic SLorage
and Supply experiment described above.
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(3) Joule-Thomson Expansion of Supercritical
Helium (Bg-3)
This experiment will determine a Joule-
Thomson expander with integral heat exchanger (JTX)
can be used in low-g to produce temperatures below
2°K without inducing excessive noise in sensitive
detectors. Although the JTX can be initially op-
timized on the ground, the behavior of the He II
produced during the expansion process needs to be a
determined in low-g. It is possible that the
creep of He II, with its negligible viscosity, into
the high pressure side of the heat exchanger could
cause a serious flow instability. The flight test
of the JTX should be performed in a system which
includes an operational detector, such as an
Advanced IR Radiometer (Sensor and Data Acquisition
Panel Report). Successful flight tests of the
JTX would permit cooling of detectors requiring
temperatures below 2.2°K, without the necessity of
storing and handling LHe or He II in low-g.
(4) Transfer of Cryogens Across Gimbals (Bg-4)
This experiment will demonstrate a rotary
joint which is capable of transfering cryogens,
such as LHe, across a gimbal with acceptable heat
losses and disturbances to the pointing system. To
be an effective demonstration, the flight test
should be conducted in conjunction with an opera-
tional system, such as the Modular Instrument Point-
ing Technology Laboratory (Navigation, Guidance,
and Control Panel Report).
A successful demonstration w-uld permit the
cryogen tanks to be located off the girL_alled plat-
form for longer duration, higher heat load missions,
thus reducing the mass to be pointed and potential
disturbances due to cryogen movement.
(5) HeII Storage and Utilization (Bg-5)
This experiment will demonstrate the capa-
bility to store, vent, withdraw, and distribute
He II in low-g. The proposed experiment goes beyond
basic research on the behavior of He II to the task
of distributing He II from a central dewar to one or
more instruments or experiments. The Thermo-
mechanical and/or mechano-caloric effects offer a
potential solution. Another approach is to use
helium heat pipes to transfer energy from the in-
struments to the dewar.
I
{
I
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! He II is required by a large number of ob-
i servations and experiments, including IR astronomy,g neral relativity, high energy astrophysics, and
! experiments involving superconductivity and quantum
fluids.
i'_ (6) 3He/4He Dilution Refrigerators (Bg-6)
!
This experiment will determine if a dilution
"" refrigerator can be successfully operated in low-g
to prov'de temperatures less than I°K (mK). Current
; dilution refrigerators depend on gravity for the
i separation of 3He and 4He. Alternate separation
techniques, such as spinning to produce artificial
gravity or the use of "superleaks" will be devel-
oped in the laboratory. Ultimate independence from
gravity, however, must be demonstrated in iow-g.
Several observations and experiments require 3
continuous mK temperatures which only the dilution _ •
refrigerator can produce. Adiabatic demagnetiza- _ _
; tion of paramagnetic salts can produce mK tempera-
tures, but is basically a single cycle process. _i
i (7) Magnetic Refrigeration (Bg-7) !
This experiment will demonstrate in space the
• capability of the demagnetization of rare earth I
. salts to achieve temperatures from 4 to 20°K. Lab-
oratory tests are being conducted on materials of
• increasingly lower Curie points. A flight test
demonstration will eventually be needed to demon-
_trate the use of single stage magnetic refrigera- _
tot using a storable cryogen (e.g., LH 2) heat
sink, or a cascaded system of several rare earth _ ;
salts using a room temperature heat sink. ;
As previously mentioned, several future ex-
periments exist for temperatures in the 4-20°K
range. The potential for near Carnot efficien_ ,
! makes further development and flight testing of
i magnetic refrigerator look attractive.
(8) Closed Cycle Helium Refrigeration (Bg-8)
i This experiment will demonstrate in space the
capability of a closed-cycle refrigerator to produce
temperatures between 1 and 40°K for long term
_' missions. As described in Section II g, Vuilleumier
and rotary-reciprocating refrigerators currently
i under development will produce temperatures only as
_- low as about 10°K. Further development of these or _ :
_ other refrigeration cycles will be required before
a flight test can be described in detail.
i .
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iLong term missions requiring cooling for up
to 3 years at temperatures from 1 to 4°K are
beyond the lifetime of storable cryogens and must,
by necessity, seek a closed-cycle solution.
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APPENDIX A
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY
REQUIREMENT FORMS :,
I
L_
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L .......... -....... -A ....
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. Aa-1
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Thermal Control PAGE I OF__
Materials Compatible with the 5pace Plasma/Char_in_ Environment
: 2. TECHNOLOGYCATEGORY_0 Environmental Control_ ii Environmental Protection
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Spacecraft thermal control
dielectric materials and applications techniques are needed which are
o;
comFatible with the space plasma/charq_pR e,lvironment. ' 4
-I. CURRENT STATE OF ART: __Ex_dr_nt_=_:erial_ are incompatible. Many
serious spacecraft anomalies are attributed to space plasma/charqinq @ffects• " i
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 2
5 DESCRII'TION ()l" TECIINOLOGY
Current typical spacecraft flexible solar array and thermal control
system designs include a large number of dielectric materials facing the _ °
cpace environment. These materials include: silvered teflon, kapton
(Laze and aluminized), silvered quartz, and paints_ for example. Until
recently, these materials and designs have appeare_ acceptable. There
is increasing evidence, however, that there may be significant adverse
interactions of these materials with the space plasma/charging
environment• A large number of spacecraft electrical anomalies are
attributed to such interactions. Spacecraft thermal control dielectric
mecerials and applications techniques do not exist which are compatible
w:th the space plasma/charging environment.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: F] PRE-A,_ A,_ B,_ C/D
6. RATI(_NA1.E AND ANAI,YSIS:
Space system designs have evolved and improved as the knowledge of the
space environment improved. Significant recent information and of the
space plasma/charging environment has resulted from analyses, flight
experiments and analyses of flight anomalies. Future spacecraft failures
can be avoided with the development of spacecraft thermal con_ruJ
_lez'els and appliceticn Ce:chn£ques t, hic'. E_r_corpatible v:ith the space
plasma/ch:_rgir,9 envlrc,nment.
The prcjec_s benefiting from "[_is t_cFnolc,gy are Jdeni_fJed Jr,CFS
Future Payload Technology Requirements Study Report No.
CASD-NAS-75-O04 - Technology Categories 5.0,II.0, and 15.0.
Also the inputs to the 1975 NASA OAST Workshop (OSS)
identifies a requ rement for this technology.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7__
REPRODUCIBILITYOF THE
68 @RI_NAL PA@E ISPOOR
J
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. Aa-!
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): lherm_! Control Materials PAGE 2 OF
Cor_,po_ib]e _:ith the Space Plasma/Cb_rqino ENvironment.
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
i a. Add electronic circuitry/complexity to desensitize spacecraft
electrical system to effects of charging/discharging of dielectric
surfaces.
b. Prohibit use of dielectric materials on spacecraft external surfaces.
This option is not presently compatible with spacecraft thermal design ,
constraints.
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Insufficient _nalytical, experimental, and flight data exists to precisely
define either the space plasma/charging environment or behavior of dielectric
materials in this environment. Until such data exists, spacecraft must be
designed using the best available information. Until materials, techniques
and environments have been proven, designs may be ultraconservative, or
result in future failures. The space plasma is difficult to simulate
(Cont'd. 5_e Attacheo Form)
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
There is _o practical way to change the space environment. Thereby it
appears absolutely necessary to pursue the stated objective of developing
spacecraft thermal control dielectric materials and application techniques
which are compatible with the space plasma/charging environment.
t
I0. PLANNFD PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP 506-16-39 is a co-operative AF-NA5A effort which makes use of
existing orbiting spacecraft in an effort to define the space environment.
Correlation in ground based facilities are to be made with a planned
Air Force 5atallite (SCATHA)
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 3
Ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. Flight experiments and ayalyses to establish space plasma/charging
environment.
b. Analyses, ground tests, and flight experiments to develop spacecraft
thermal control dielectric materials compatible with the space
plasma/charging environment.
\
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i .......__J
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. Aa-1 !
r I ,
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Thermal "Control PAGE OF.__
Materials Compatible with the 5pace Plasma/Charging Environment
i
i
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEM5: (Continued}
in a ground test (even if it were known with precision} because of
unavoidable interactions with any practical container. Results of materi_is
and applications technique tests made on the ground are therefore clouded
with uncertainties. Definitive flight experiment tests are necessary
but also difficult to achieve on a near term basis.
III ii| iii •
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. Aa-i
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Thermal Control __ PAGE 3 OF ....
Materials Compatible with the Space ;_lasma/Charging Environment
i ,,,,,||
12. TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS SCIIEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI.E ITEM 75!76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83!84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 #
TECHNOLOGY
I. Define Environment
t
2. Ground Simulation ...........
3. Analytical Model ...........
4. Develop Materials ...........
and Devices
5. Flight Experiment ..............
!APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
l:}. USAGE SCHEDULE:
l
TOTAL
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE l
I
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I
i l
14. REFERENCES:
See Paragraph 6.
15. LEVEL OF STATE Ol: ART I. COMk_IlNFNTOnBIIEADBOARD"_ESTI_DINRELFt'ANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORAqYJRY.
1. IIA_IC PHENO._,IENA OIkqERV} D AND REPORTED. tl. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONM_ NT.
I. TIIEORY I"OItMULATED TO DESCIL'BE PIIENOMENA. T. MODEL TE_rI'ED IN SPACE EN_,IRt)NMENT.
$. "'tEOlC_ TI..S'rED BY PIIY4ICAI ENPERIMENT 1. NlrW CAPAIIlI,I'rY DLIIlVED FROM A MUCII I.E.e_ER
OR MAIIIFMATICAI. MOI)EI.. OIPERAI'IObAL MODEL.
4. PERI'INLN r _ UNCTION OR CIiARACTERISTI{? DEMONSTRATED, I. IUlLIARILIT¥ UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIt,NAI. MODEL.
E.G., MATEIILt.I.. COS'P")'d.:NT, ETC. I@, LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'LRATIONAL MODEL.
) n
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. Aa-3
ii ii ilii ,i
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): EvaluQtion £f Lonq- PAGE I OF 2__
i L£fe Stability of SIC Thermal Control SuTfgceL_"
: 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: i[_or Ii
- 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT RE(_UIRED: Develop fliqht data in various space
r_diR_ion Rnvlronmen_e _o heln therm_l desloners select proper coatinos for
each mission.
; 4. CUI{I{ENTSTATE OF ART: Little flight data available on current coatings
and coatinqs under development.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
i
5. DESCIUI_TI()N ()I,"TECIINOLOGY
Long-tez_n missions are planned in energetic radiation _nvironments but
little or no flight data is available in the_'eenvironments on coatings
developed in the 70ts. Other coatings with greater potential are
currently being developed. Laboratory testing hes been shown to be only
i an approximation of pace tests. Therefore, actual space tests are
requiro.d and in the specific environment where mis:sions are planned.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASEDON: [_ PRE-A,[-I A,[_ B,E] C/D
6. I{ATI()NAI.E AND ANAI,YSIS:
5pace tests have given a substantial increase in the confidence level
associated with the use of coatings on spacecraft. Predictions of
degradation in specific environments are always required for proper
thermal design. With flight data available, thermal design is s_mpl_fied
and more reliable.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
, i i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. Aa-3
i
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Evaluation of Lon_- PAGE 2 OF 2-
Life Stability of S/C Thermal Control Surfaces l
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: i
a. use of complex thermal control devices
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Other thermal devices ere often prohibited due to right or size
restrictions. Without knowledge of coating performance most S/C
managers will not accept the coatings for their 5/C. &round test i
simulation is only an approximation of flight performance.
I
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
None without excessive cost and time penalties.
l l
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
E_,XPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL m
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
i 73
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. Ab-5
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (_.TLE): PAGE 1 OF __ ::,
Intermediate Temperature Range Heat Pipes
2. TECHN()I,OGY CATEGORY: Environmental Control
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:
Develop Heat Pipes in the Irtermediate Temperature Range
300 to BOOK for Large Low Weight Radiators
i. ('UI{I{ENT STATE OF ART:
Present temperature range 200-300K or BOO to IIOOK
I
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL __
. 5. DESClilI'TI()N ()1." TECIIN()I,OGY :
Develup a family of heat pipes in the temperature range 300 to 800K
range with capabilities in the i-i0 KW of heat carrying range. O
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [_ PRE-A,['] A,[_ B,F1 C/D
, i
6. i',ATI()NAI.E AND ANAI,YSIS:
Where _t is required to raise the heat rejection t_mperature of
radiators, __norder to reduce weight, heat pipes wilJ. be needed
in the ]O0-BOOK range. Water-copper heat pipes have been used in
radiator designs in this range; however, their efficiency falls
off rapidly above 40OK.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
i
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App A
DEFINITI()N OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. Ac-3
I. TFCI|Nt)I,OGY I{EO.UIREMENT (TITI,E): Deo!ovable. 0r£entnblm PAGE 1 OF .2_
Radiator S.ystems and Components
2. TECIlN()I.()GY CATEGORY:
:;. ()13JECTIVI':/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To develop and demonstrate space -- :,
environment compatibiiit_ of deployable, orientable radiator s_stems and cam- ;_
tPonents, including low temperature radiators, leak-free gimbals, an, deep space
rackinq systems, i
|. CUIiI{ENTSTATE ()I:ART' Current demonstrated capability is fixed or
limited-deployment radiators. DepZoyable_ orientable system concepts and
components are available and have been oround-tm_t_d to a limited extent as
components. No system has been designed or HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
components tested in ,_oa_@ enviroqm_nt. '
m
-). DI.:_'I{II'TI()N ()!,' TI'X'IIN(;I.OGY
A complete radiator system would be desiqned capable of handling
representative Spacelab experiment heat loads in earth-oriented or _ far-
oriented modes. The radiators would be required to deploy from the
Shuttle cargo bay to minimize interference with or by orbiter systems,
and to track "deep space" in a continuous or near-continuous mode.
3 't, REQUIREMENTS BASEDON: 17 PRE-A,r7 A, r7 B,C] C/D
_; I{A'I'I_ _XAi. I.; ANt,, A_.'.. _,,_S:
b. Shuttle payloads such as solar physics which have high heat rejection
requirements. #68, #36, #35, #3J, #J4
c. Would provide more weight- and cost-effective radiator systems, or
would permit fewer thermal constraints on mission perfermance
(durations, attitudes).
d. A complete working model tested in space environment.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEl,
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I __ Ill
i DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. c-3
ii , i:| tl tl J tt _ _"
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTITITLE): ..... PAGE 2 OF ._. I
¶
i | i i ii t ,,, i i l i
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS': I
._
2
_ L i l ill i @li i Jill ii i i Hi
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Difficulties with fluid icop components under continuous or repeated
gimbal motions at operdtiona_ temperaturesand pressures. !
ii • i ii
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
Limit experiment durations, orientations.
,t
i.
i |l ii i i
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT: :_
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
i • , i i, i|l t • m ,
tl. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: ?
B_RODUCIBILITY t)F 'H-It _
} z6 _iNAL PAGI_l@l_)OR '
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1 App A
' : DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. Ac-4 _ ,..
" _ 1 TECHNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 1 OF 2 _ "
! _ Integrated Sensur/Thermal Crntrol System _
! 4 ,.
= _ 2. TECHN()LOGY CATEGORY: Environmental Control I
; _ 3 OBJECTIVE ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Determining sensor performunce when _. #
•
_ tying a thermal control system to a detector avs_em {
-! CUII[IENT STAT_. (IF ART: Sensor performance has not been mapped with ;
T.C. System
• _ HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL _
_ 5. DES('ItII'TI()N ()I." TI'CIINOI.OGY i
Develop a series of integrated sensor/thermal control systems which
will demonstrate whether sensor performance is degraded by virtue of _
elements of thermal system. Such things, in the case of heat pipes and
• fluid loops, as container materials, fluids, flow rates should be
studied.
1
la/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: r-] PRE-A,F'] A,[-] B,F'] C/D
, m|
6. !{ATI(_NA: . AND ANAI.YSIS:
Current sensors and instruments are being developed independent of
how they will be thermally controlled in orbit. The question ariae_ as
to whether or not the s_nsor performance will be degraded when mated
to an active or passive thermal control system.
2'
[
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVFL i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. c-4
i i i i
a--
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Sensor/T.C. System PAGE 2 OF 2_
m i i
_- 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
,, i liB
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Develop integrated system which will fit geometric, weight, power
constraints without affecting sensor p_rformance.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Cool sensors using passive techniques which will not control temperature
level or gradients and accept sensor performance degradation.
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL i
ill
tl. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Sensors and thermal system must be in Legrated early in development.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. Ad-2 i
1. TECHNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Zero-G Measurement of PAGE 1 OF__
Heat-Pioe _D_sturbance Forces
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:,, To quantify experimentally in a zero-
F. environment the disturbing forces induced by various typps cf hedt pipes under
a range or heat transfer rates, and tc _vaiuate concepts and configurations
which would minimize these forces.
l CURRENT STATE OF ART" Disturbance sources have been observe_, but magni-
t'udes of forces have not been'determined. No quantitative 'data exist which
would permit anal_tical determination of where heat nime_ c_n or n_nnn+ hm
applied because of distrubance effects. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
: 5. DES('IilI'TI()N ()I," TECttNOI.OGY
A variety of heat pipe installations, with controlled heat sources and
sinks would be instrumented thermally and mechanically to measure the very
small magnitudes of disturbance effects, fluid mass shifts, etc., as a
function of thermal conditions and configurations.
: P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: O PRE-A,_] A,[-] B,F] C/D
n
6. I{ATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS:
Be
b. Payloads such as optical experiments and others requiring precise
pointing or quiescen_ conditJons. #25, #12, #30
c. Would permit reliable application, of ileat pipes instead of other less
efficient passive control methods, providing weight and cost saving_.
d. Models tested Jr, space environmen_ with sufficient data obtained to
determine relationships described in 5 above.
; _ TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
|
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1977006974-087
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.| , |i
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): PAGE 2 OF
r|w i i,i
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
2
5
d
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Difficulty in designing experiment mounting s_,stem and instrumenting
to asure v_-_ small forces.
i
9. POTENTLAI, ALTERNATIVES:
Ignore heat pipe disturbance effects. Do not apply heat pipes to sensitive
experiments.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. RELATED TECHNOI,OGY REQU_EMENTS:
-, 80
f' Ip
1977006974-088
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. Ad-_ _
i
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Metallic-Fluid Heat PAGE 1 OF
. Pipes _ "i
'2. TECHN()LOGY CATEGORY: Thermal Control
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Acquire the technolooy fQr
production and soace application of economical, durable_ effective
'_r
metallic-fluid heat pipes.
Metallic-fluid heat mime_ are self-conta" ed elf-
-t. CURIiENT STATE OF ART: pumFed systems that _a_ _ransoor_ _rea£ _er_a_ : ;
_. power densities (to 15 KW.cm z or more) at high temDera_ure_ _to i_00_ or : i <
higher) with small thermal oradient_ (otHer nf fl.]O/rm)_ But nnnt_mln_nT_
acceSerated co,to,ion and sql_tioq be HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVELi _rouolesome. anoeconomln_1 t_r_m_ _"d
• ,process_no are esseDtia_
o. DES(_'i_I'TR)N ()I' TI,_CIINO1.OGY
7
Metallic-fluid heat pipes have potentialities to transport thermal pow r !
densities up to two crders of magnitude greater than those of their ammonia
counterparts. For example, a lithium heat pipe operating at 1500°C can
transport 15,000 W/cm 2 with a 0.1/cm gradient. Howe,er, these reactive
heat-pipe fluids combined with tenacious low-concentration contaminants
like oxygen, that accelerate corrosion and solution partmcularly at high
operating temperatures, can cause serious material problems. Effective,
economical processing must be established to minimize contaminant effects
and maximize lifetimes. Simple high-performance wick, envelope con-
figurations must be developed to reduce costs, ease processing, and
cecreasb contamination. Special application problems such as those of the
head-pipe-cooked reactor and of the thermionic-converter, heat-pipe
mvdule must be solved.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,O A,r7 B,t-J C/D
6. RATI(_NAI.E AND ANAI.YSIS:
a. Nuclear electric power and propulsion for over ]00 kWe missions near
the end of the twentieth century need light-weight thermal-transport ?
systems that handle great power densities at high temperatures with small
thermal gradients. Metallic-fluid heat pipes can meet these requirements.
b. Beginning in the 1990's, nuclear oleo+tic power and propulsion should
provide for planetary, earth-orbit, and nuclear waste-disposal propulsion
and for large-space-station and lunar-base power.
c. Simple effective configurations and processing of metallic-fluid heat
pipes can make these high-performance therm transport systems economical,
! light-weight, and long-lived. And their capability to carry great thermal
! energy densities in thin-walled tubes with relatively low pressures at high
° temperatures and small thermal gradients is unparalleled.
d. The technology advancement requires establishment of simple effective,1
ext udable configurations; compatible, economical materials and fabrication
!. techniques; efficient, low-cost processing; and demonstration of performances
! and life times with space-flight verification. Nuclear electric power and
propulsion demand special integration developmen_ BF CARRIED TO LEVEL
• i and evaluations.
-i
'I
1977006974-089
| •
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
|,m, i•Ill
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): M_._11_n.Fluid H_at Pioes PAGE 2 OF
I
, ,is
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Because the heat pipe is a thermal-transport system other heat transfer
systems are competitors. Previous sections contain heat-pipe
advantages.
i,
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Technical problems appear in 5 and 6d.
,i, i,
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
Section 7 indicates alternatives while 4, 5, and 6c giJe heat-pipe
gains.
i
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP_ 506-16-31
EXPECTED '-FPERTURBED LEVEL
, m
Ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. Select and evaluate materials (compatibility and strength).
b. Develop simple, efficient, extrudable heat-pipe designs
{general heat-pipe problem).
c. Establish economical, effective processing and fabrication to
assure long lifetimes (general heat-pipe problem).
i • I I
]
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1977006974-090
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. Ad-3
• 2, ": ? ,=o
6
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Mstallic-Fluid Heat PAGE 3 OF 3
Pipes
ii
t 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
! ..... CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79!80 81182183 84 85186 87 88 89 90 91
TE CtINOLOGY
' 1. Select, screen, tesl........... . _ b
metallic-fluid heat-
pipe materiels and
components [
w 2. Performance- and
life-test metallic-
fluid heat-pipes
3. Provide space-flight .........
verificetion
APPLICATION (Example: Nu_leec Electric P_wer and Pro _u_sicn) "
1. Design (Ph. C) .... _ .......
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations ...........
4. > 100 kWe missions __
i
-J f
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
! 1 'TEe HNOL OGY NE ED DA TD: TOTA L1
i II
14. REFERENCES:
Outlook for 5pace
Future Payload Technology Requirements
RTOP's 506-16-31 and 506-24-21
NASA, ERDA Thermionic-Conversion Program Reviews
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COM_FNT ORBRFADBOARDl'VST_,DINRELEVANT
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OI_ERVk.D AND REPORTED. @, MODEL qlr.$TFD IN _.IRCRAFT LNVIRONMENT.
3. TIIEORY I'X:_ItMULATED TO I)ESCI_IBE PIIFNOMFNA. ?. MODEL TFSTED IN SPACE £N_qRONM_NT.
3. THI..'()N',TFS'fED BY I'IIYStCAL EXPERIMLNT @, NEW CAPAIIII,ITY DLIRIV_;D }ROM A MUCII LF_IdR
OR MATIIEMATICAL .M(_OI.L. OPERATIOhAL .tlODI_L.
4. PEHTI.M.NT _ UNCT|f}N OR CIIARACTFRIffI'IC DEMONSTRATED, @, |_LIAllLITY UP ;RAI)ING OF AN OpEI@_TI_NAL MODI_L,
F.G., MATEIiUtL. CO.VFOhENT, ETC. 1@. WFETIME EXTrNglON OF AN OI'LRATIONA'*. MODELl |l l
ii [ llS i i i iii i
"' ' qk
19770(3R.qYzt_noI
t! DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. Af-1
: 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Effects of Shuttle PAGE I OF 2__ i"
'_, Induced Contamination on Thermal Control Surfaces -i
; 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: I0 or 11 i
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Develop understanding of contamina-
tion effects and provide selection czi+erion for thermal control surf__ces on
shuttle launched S/C. ! _"
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Bata from skvlab D0-24 experiment and i
: laboratory testing is available. -i
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCIIIPTION ()I" TECIINOLOGY
• Current thermal control surfaces are dielectrics with ability to accept
- and hold charges which may attract contaminants• Many contaminants are i
also dielectric which may interfere with conductive coatings applied over _-
these surfaces. Skylab D0-24 experiment has shown that significant !
contamination can change a low _/¢ coating to a gray or relatively high ¢
coating. The possibility of this type of contamination on Shuttle is ::
high and results could be highly significant to temperature control of
Shuttle launched S/C, .-_
}
?
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,[-] A,O B,F'] C/D
6 I{ATI()NAI.E AND ANALYSIS:
a. Develop better understanding of contamination effects on optical
properties of surfaces•
b• Develop criterion for coating selection for Shuttle launched S/C _"
i
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7 _:
84
i
1977006974-092
__I ................................... I....
i ,, I
i DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMER_r NO. Af-ii
I 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Shuttle Induced PAGE 2 OF 2
J
i Contamination on Thermal Control Surfaces
! m
:" i 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
I a. Add complex thezmal contzol devices to compensate for changes in al_.
i" b. Elimin_te all possible contaminants from Shuttle.
t
i"
{
}
.? !
5 _
_ ,. ii i i
I 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: 1
I
Insufficient analytical, experimental and flight data exist to define
" i problem of contamination, and to predict quantity and type of contamination i
! available from Shuttle. Ground testing can only provide an approximation
I of actual flight testing. 1!
9. POTENTIAL ALTEI1NATIVES:
. Clean up all possible contaminants from Shuttle by active or passive
techniques. This is extremely expensive and technology is not
currently available.
L I
i 10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
i The development of paz%ially conducting coatings will substantially help
i eliminate this problem. AFML is currently performing laboratory studies
on these effects of contamination on coatings.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Quantitative and qualitative analysis of contaminants on Shuttle during
actual flight conditions.
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1977006974-093
uDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. __
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): The Storage _ 5uppl¥ PAGE 1 OF__
and Transfer of Cryogenic Fluids in Space
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: 12 Crvooenle Con_rnl
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: (1) Reusable high performance
insulation, (2) behavior of cryogenic fluids in low-_r (3) venting of i
o_
cryogenic fluids in low-g, (4) control of cryogenic fluids in low-_
i. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Within the limits o_ _round ased facilities!
the control of cryogenic fluids have been evaluated in low-_
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3
• 5. DE,_K"I{II'TI()N ()I" TFCllN()LOGY
Ground based facilities have provided a wealth of information on reduced
gravity fluid behavior, multilayer insulation systems, fluid acquisition
and transfer, propellant thermal conditioning, and propellant reorientation.
This information is the best that can be obtained within the limitations
of ground based test facilities. The application of these results to a
long term reduced gravity environment is frequently inconclusive and,
at best, hypothetical.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,F'] A,[_ B,_] C/D
6. liA'rl()NAI,I.; AND ANAI,YSIS:
The specific areas of technology to be advanced by flight demonstration
are t
(a) data on the reusability of insulation
(b) data that will allow the determination of the behavior in
reduced gravity of LH2, LF2, L02, LHe, and LAr
(c) p_essurization gas and diffuser performance data
(d) outflow and inflow propellant.dynamics
Requires a space flight demonstration to provide verification of system
designs. Flight program to evaluate the necessary fluid parameters to
establish the level of a_surance required by spacecraft designers.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7 :
1977006974-094
V !
..... [ |
:4
|oIH m, I
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO, _:_ '| • i i i -- m il.i
L i in ii
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): The 5toraqe, 5uppl_ and PAGE 2OF._
Transfer of Cryogenic Fluids in 5pace
, l m i i liii J • imiill
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The option to using cryogenics as energy sources in space is to use _
propellants that are identified as earth storable. These propellants
are less efficient, cause reductions in payload, and produce ,
environmental pollution.
i g ii
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
i i i [
_" 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
There are no alternatives to obtaining space flight data on cryogenic
!' fluids.
T _
|_ ii i i i i i _
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMF-_,VT_
RTOP 506-21-10 describes work that will carry this technology a:._ !,_r J:; :.
it can be carried without space flight testing.
EXPECTED UNPERTI_RBEP. LEVEL 5
11 RELATFD TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: _
•
: High performance insulation development.
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1977006974-095
i I ....... J :,
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. ag-L
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): The Storage, PAGE 3 OF _._. !
Supply and Transfer of Cryogenic Fluids in Space "
7
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 821 83 84 85 186 87 88 89 90 91 .
TECHNOLOGY *
1. Conceptual Design I-'1-.-4 e
2. Detail Design P-4
3. Fabrication t-" 4
4. Flight Qualification N
5, Flight Test P,--,I
.... 4
APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
13. USAGE SCHEDUI,E: I
, , m'|
TECtlNOLOGY NEED DATE 1 TOTAL
l.t. REFERENCES: :
p---I Supply and Storage Exp.
1_-4 Transfer Exp.
(1) "Outlook for Space"
(2) "Future PayloaO Technology 5pace Te_ting and Development Requirc,.ents"
FT-WP-O01 -;
(3) "Future Payload Technology Requirements Study" CASD-75-O04
(4) 1975 NASA OAST Summer Workshop
15, LE VE L O F STATE OF ART s. cou _o_r_T on _L_ 1_sTLDi._,f u vA,,;_
I. ll_CilC PilENOME.NA OltIERV! D AND qFi_qRTI;D, @. MODt'L rl;s_.[ 1_ I-,' AIRCRAFT J N_IRON_IJ NT.
I, TIIIOHY tIIIIMI'LATED 10 I)I(SCI;tlIF Pill I_OMENA. T. MOD_I. T.':S'tl.l_ iX tl'V't t:._Xll :_llNr
3. "rHFllll _. Tf ._l'Ell f1_' |'11% ,ll'AL I'XPLltlMLNT II Nl_W C&PAIlll ITY DLitl:'t D FRO' . M"CII LE._L'R
OI4 M_,Illi M%TiI'AI, Xltll)! I,. o]Prrt_l'll_,ll, MODLL. _
4. PI_MTINI NF tt NCTItI,_ Oil, IIAIIAt TERI_I'IC DF$|ONSTIt_TED. 9. ll_l_Alill,ITt' Ut_ltblllil_C Oi ' IIIclJPI]RAIIt'_IAL MOD
I,G,. MATIIIIAI., Ct,l'l_l',YtT, _1_'.
1977006974-096
I. DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
1 TECtlNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): hHe Rec_clin_ Unit PAGE 1 OF 6
_'- 2. TECtl,;_ .I,()GY CATEGORY: Cryogenic Control _
i- 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Provide LHe refrigeration
machines to cool payload items noted below,
i
t. ('UI{I{ENTSTATE L)FART: Elem@nt_ of machine under construction and test.
Enqineerin q mod@l will be available fnr testino _¥ I-I_6. _ i
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
3. DE,"K'Iilt,TI()N ()1."TECIIN()I.OGY
The DaD has Deep funding development of low temperature refrigerators.
An early investigation was a thre.-year program to develop _ long life
3.6K, one watt load refrigerator for use with a superconducting computer
system. The effort by Arth- D. Little, Inc. was terminated after one
year.
Three companies have since been funded for development of closed cycle
refrigeration systems; they are:
Hughes Aircraft Corp. !
North American Phillips, Inc. i
Arthur D. Little, Inc.
(continued on page 4)
See Table 1 below
_. ........ P/LREQUIRFMENTSBASEDON: 0 PRE'A.O a,O B,O C/Di
G. l{A'rl,)NAI.E AND ANAI.YSIS: Table 1. Payload Requirements
Payload Status Pa,yload Status Pa,yload Status
A5-O3-A Pre Phase A HE-Og-A Phase B AS-15-S Pre Phase A
AS-OT-A Pre Phase A A5-01-5 Pre Phase A A5-20-S Pre Phase A
AS-11-A Pre Phase A AS-14-S Pre Phase A HE-15-S Pnase B
a. Temperature requirements result from two factors:
(1) Requirements for supercoqduc;.ion which de"inec operational temperature
of magnets and permits low p_wsr measurement of particle energies.
(2) Requirements for high detectability and high S/N ratio which requires
detector cooling and allows detection of faint IR sources.
b. See Table 2
c. Tha use of LHe closed cycle systems permit Long life missionc without
re upply or large dewar requirements
d. Space flight testing of a prototype model
"IO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
1977006974-097
._. - _...... i i[ i , _ _._=_._. [ i i i i i iiii i iiii i i Ill _ i i , ___
,, ,,,H , ,,,, L ' ' =
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY R_UIREMENT NO. A_-6
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):. 3He/4He PAGE 1 OF.__
D_.lution Rofrige.--'_or - Operable in 0-g
2, TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:_Cryogeni c Temperature Control
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: ......Producv.mK temperature in the
:_ 0-_ environment of.space.
, i i i
3He/4He dilution ¢efzigezators have been
:, _ 4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: .......
: developed for use On the qzouDd, _V_ deoand on czavitv foz the saoazation.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
5. DES(.'IC!'TIONOF TECHNOLOGY
Develop s 3He/4He dilution retrigerator which iv capable of continuously!
_ producingp ._.n O-g and for periods up to 30 dayst temperatutes in the
_,- mK _ange.
No othe= methods exist for ccntim_ously producing mK temperatutes.
_ for example, the adiabatic demagnetization of paramagnetic salt is
basically a single-cycle method of cooling. Pumping on 4He and 3He
can only produce, at least, 0.5 and 0.3K.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: 0 PRE-A,O A,O B,O C/D t
, i i i ii i lliHi m, •
6. RATI()NALI.: AND ANALYSIS:
I. Ultimate sensitivity of some advanced detectors (e.g., IR) depenos
on their operation at mK temperatures. Some physics experiments,
especially quantum fluids, may require mK temperatures.
2. Benefiting payloads include IR telescopes_ gravitational radiation
detectors and Sp_celab physics experiments.
3. Integration time for detectors decreased as _he square of the
temperature, therefore allowing significantly more data to be gathered
;, durin_ a given mission. Increased sensitivity may also allow the use
of smaller telescopes.
4. Since the major thrust of this technology effort is to develop
_ independence from §ravity, a space flight test is mandatory.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7 I
- l
' t
C.(
1977006974-098
_.__ i , i] iiiiii i I _
ill • i ii Ill ill Jl l i i m
: DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
• } i I i ,,., , i i i i , I i II
• t i J i I
• 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): ....... PAGE 2 OF __
i ,u _ , ii j n Ill I Ill
I n I I I i I II I i n I
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
In the case of detectors, trade-offs exist between sensitivity, size,
mission duration, and temperature. There may be no other option,
however, for physics experiments.
J
, =, , , | it| i I II
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Current dilution refrigerators depend on gravity for separation of the
3He and 4He phases in the mixing chamber and still. Alternate means
of separation must be developed.
i i ii i ii • i I i i
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
No other techniques are known to exist which can continuously produce
mK temperatures for periods up to 30 days.
i i | i i ii|l I i I I I I
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT_
D_lution refrigerators have been built for ground and aircraft applications.
No program currently exists for s system ,to be operable in O-g. However,
Ames anticipates initiating such s program in FY 176.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 4_.
IL l I _ _ L I Ill l I l Ill llll II llll Ill
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMEN'DS:
Hell storage and utilization
:-: ::." I I I II I II I I II
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1977006974-099
" I
i , i ,, , l,i,, ii iiDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT _ NO. ^g-B[i i liB I
II " " ' |" I
_ 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): LHe Recycling Unit PAGE 2 OF 6
i Will , |, ,, ,=i w, iBe,
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Two Brayton cycles and various others should be investigated; they are:
1. Reciprocating Reverse Drayton Cycle
2. Rotary Reverse Brayton Cycle
3. Rotary Claude Cycle
4. Dual Phased Recuperated Vuilleumeir Process
5. Hybrid Systems - which combine mechanical refrigeration with other
"_: techniques such as dielectric cooling
c
= i J ii i ii :|
8.. TE.CHNIC_L PR.OBJLEMS:
a. _n o_scuss_on w_n _rtnur D. Little, Inc., it was determined that primary tech-
nical problems are in the area of fabrication of system items and no major pro-
"_ blems are foreseen. It can be seen from the scheduled availability of the ADL
unit for life testing as of January 1976, that the unit modified to the neces-
sary cooling requirements will not be available by the technology need date.
- The early payloads may be more suited to using the dewars currently under de-
, velopment until the technology is developed by WPAFB for cooling machines. .,
b. Maintenance of close tolerances' durin_ operation. IH U
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
_ It can be seen from Table 2 that a number of the payloads which are listed
as desirable to incorporate closed cycle systems are Shuttle sortie payloads .
of seven-day duration. The weigh;s of the refrigerators are estimated as"
. North American Phillips VM - 130 pounds
.- Hughes VM - 180 pounds
_ ADL Rotary Reciprocating - 300 pounds prior to modification for lower
temperatures (cont.inued on pa_e.5)i im i ill i ii in i ,,
10 PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT_
The ADL unit will be at the stage for initiating life testing about January
1976; however, the minimum temperature it will be capable of operating "t;._
will be II.SK at 0.3 watts. No modification to lower temperature caps-
: bilities required for these payloads is planned.
_' EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 4__
ii ,i , • i, i
_o. 11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: ,i
Use of clo_ed cycle systems will require a source of high power. Related I
technology will be highly efficient large solar arraysp or focusing solar i
_ collectors capable of providing thermal power. .
I I IIIl I II IIIII I II I III i
"; 92 f)_{_SI#tL PAGI _ _wJm ,
I
1977006974-100
i DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO, Ag-8
, m,
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): LHe Recycling Unit PAGE 3 OF 5
i
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
i i .....
! !
SCHEDULE ITEM i75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 8990 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Engineering Model NO]E" TEchloll §y neld atl s!titus]y
Design in,padts telui:ed fire or
2. Life Testing _- developten aId es_zni .
3. Development through
development testing
4.
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devi/Fab (Ph. D)
m
3. Operations AS-O3-AAS-O7-A ........
AS-ll-A ---- -
4. _-09-A
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
! !
TECHNOLOGY NEED DAT_; V TOTALI
1 4 5 5 8 4 3 2 4 3 5 4 4 I 52NUMBER OF LAUNCHES
14. REFERENCES:
i. Conversation between R. W. Brecksnridgs, Arthur D. Little, Inc., and
P. R. fagen, Rockwell International, Inc., Ncv. 27, 1974.
2. Conversation between J. Kirkpatrick, NASA-ARC, and P. R. fagan,
Rockwell International, Inc., Nov. 20, 1974.
3. Development of Rotary Reciprocatin_ Cryo§enic Refrigerator for Space
Applications, R. W. Bracken'ridge, Jr., et el, Arthur D. Little, Inc.,
AFFDL-TR-72-88.
4. Letter from R. S. Hunt, Garrett-Airresesrch Co., to H. Ikerd, GDCA,
January 6, 1975.
5. Letter from J. Kirkpetrick, NASA-ARC, to H. Ikerd, GDCA, January 6, 1_75.
6. Lazier from Dr. E. Urban, MSFC, to H. Ikerd, GDCA, January 5, 1975.
7. Letter from C. HcCreight, NASA-Arc, to H. Ikerd, GDCA, January 7, 1975.
15, LEVEL OF STATE OF ART ,. c_=_OSr,Ton_DOA_ TZSTSVINArLtv^_|NVUqOIqMENT IN THE I.ARORATORY.
I. _IC PHENOMENA OBI_ERVI_D AND REI'q)RTED, I. MO_I_L TESTED IN AIRC_I*T IENVIRONMENT.
|. TllEORY PDRMtVLATED TO D£SCRIBE PIIEtgOMENA, _. MODIgL TElrrED IN SP***CEENVIRONMENT.
$. Tl4EOnY TF:,_rrRD BY PIIY$1CAL £XPERIMtNT |, N[W CAPAmLITY DERIV£D FROM A MUCII LESSER
OR MATIIEMATICAL MODEL. OPIC]m,ATIO_AI, MODI_.L.
4. Iq_;RTINENT FUNCTION OR C|IARAcTI_RISTIC D_MOI'_TIIATED, l, IU_M,ANMTY U]Pt3RAI_NG OF AN OpI_ItATIL)NAL MODEL.
E,G** MATEIilAL, COb'PO._IdNT, ETC. 10, IJJ_'FI_E EXTENStON OF AN OI'L;RAT1ONAL MODEL,Ill i
1977006974-101
i,ii |i i i IIII ] k_ 8 • -TECHNOLOGY R_I/iREMENTDEFINITION OF NO. . :
_ IIII II' ' [11 I I I III ....
_, 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : LXe 8ec_clino Unit PAGE 40F6_ "_
_ N II m Jl NI I IN , m J I I I I St n I I ill _
_4
Description of Technology (continued) _ _
The Hughes Vuilleumisr (VM) cycle refrigerator is the furthest alonq in the+
development cycle and is best suited for near-term missions. However, its per-
formance at low temperatures is relatively poor. Unattended operational life on .+
+ the order of three years is problematic as the dry lubricated Hughes VM has not
been able to demonstrate long life, as yet. "I_
J_
_ Hughes and North American Phillips are both developing VM cycles and the require- 4+
meritsto which they are working are to simultaneously produce| _r
0.3w at II.5K -:_
"+ lOw at 33K +o+
_+ " 12w at 75K +'
5 Additional requirements are to draw 2700 watts in the all electric mode and in ::
_ the thermol-eZectriu mode draw 2600w or less of thermal power and 500 watts of _
;'+ electric power.
For missions beyond the near term, the Arthur D. Little (ADL) rotary recipro-
_ caring refrigerator offers the greatest potential. It is a positive displacement _+
!+ machine, but because of funding lags the VM in development cycle. The prototype ;
;, is in the fabrication cycle and complete refrigeration testing is expected about
+ January 1976. The ADL device has the advantage of relatively high performance +
and long life, by virtue of hydrodynamic lubrication achieved by the pistons +:
+_+, stroking motion. The ADL device is capable of simultaneously producing= _ " _
# 1.4w at 12K '_
_+ 40w at 60K ,41
It can be seen from Table 2 that the above minimum temperatures of the three i_
noted companies are too high for detectors or superconducting magnets, although
they are suitable for providing internal cooling %0 the IR telescopes.
In discussions with R. W. Brecksnridge, Arthur D. Little, Inc., he stated that +_
_+ the rotary reciprocating unit currently under development and noted above is +_
capable of one watt load at 3.6K at a required input power of 1300 watts. Further
i+ extrapolation to 2.5K will result in a requirement for about 1900 watts for a one
watt load. This capability could be achieved through the addition of another
Joule-Thompson loop which will require another stage compressor and heat
exchanger.
;/ VM cycles cannot be operated at temperatures on the order of those required for
detectors listed in Table 2.
r
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1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):, LHe Recycling Unit PAGE 5 OF 6..__
{- i ,
5. Description of Technology (continued)
The potential availability of an LHe cryogenic machine can be tempered •
somewhat by:
i. As yet no complete miniature He refrigerator (or liquefier) has demon- i
• L strafed the capability for providing useful refrigeration at any
temperature under IOK.
• !
} 2. The longest endurance run that has been conducted to date on a cryogenic
i refrigerator (Vuilleumier device operating at 8OK) is slightly in excess
i of 5000 hours. Demonstrating the capability of operating for periods in
excess of one year may prove to be a practical impossibility due to
I outgassing or the accumulation of wear products irrespective of
! i quantities involved.
{
i 3. No tests have been done to confirm the possibility that no LHe cryogenicmachine can withstand the launch and space vehicle environmental conditions
i
i 9. Potential Alternatives (continued)
Additionally the machine will require a power input on the order of two to •three thousand watts. At least for short t m Sh tle sortie missions of 7
i"
days it appears feasible to consider open cycle phase change dewars. The!
; advantages are no or little power requirements and probable operation within
! the weights defined above. A prototype dewar is presently being prepared
i" for thermal testing at Ball Brothers. It was designed for one year operation
at 30 milliwatt hsat leak and weight of 200 pounds. The dewar will cool the
relativity gyroscope to 1.6K. (See Rl,12.1)
!
i
I
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APPENDIX B
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT FORMS
1977006974-104
FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. Ba-1 :
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. ll PREPDATE @/8/75 REV DATE LTR .___. .
: CATEGORY Environmental P_o_@Gtion
; 2. TITLE Thermal Control Materials Compatible with the Space Plasma/ _i
Charging Environment
_ 3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
Current typical spacecraft flexible CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED i *_
2 3 7 isolar array and thermal control system
designs include a large number of dielect=ic materials facing _h_ soacm _ i_
environment. There is increasin_ evidence that there ma_ be significant
_ adverse interactions of these materials ::ith the space plasma/charging _ :
environment. Spacecraft thermal control dielectric materials dnd applications
• techniques do not exist which a_ comFatible with the space plasma/charging !_
environment. The objective of this exoeriment is to expose candidate space-
craft thermal control materials to the space plasma/charging environment and _
then to evaluate their compatibility with the environment. Analyses and
ground tests would be performed in support of the Icontinued on attached form) _
Earliest @yailable _
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE sync. oroz_
; PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 2 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE ASAP
I
All sync. i
orbit5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS
TECHNICALBENEFITS In some cases it has been pos_u_@t@d _h@t hinh ootential :_J
discharges have destroyed orbiting spacecraft. In those cases where the
spacecraft ma_ not be destroyed the qatherinq of data is interfered with.
i
POTENTIALCOSTBENEFITS Any loss of the sDacecr._ft is B costly failure. _
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $
,
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT _
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS Insufficient analytical experimental and flight data i
exists to precisely define either the space plasma/char_in_ environment or !
the behavior of dielectric materials in this environment. The space plasma
is difficult to @imulate, Groun_ _@_t_ at@ therefore of dubious vmlum.
REOUIREDSUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Spacecraft anal_tical model, materials
,haracterization, study of charqinq and discharqing mechanisms, development
of conductive materials with required surface properties.
; 7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS OFS FuCure _E_v_l__ad__T_ecb_oJ_g y_ __ 0
Re____rements S'udy Repor, No, CASD-NAS-75-O04 - Technoloov
Ca,eg%ries 5.0# II 0_ and 13.0., Office of Space sci_nr,_
Input d'ocumen, ,o [975 NASA OAST Workshop. (
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TITLE NO.
PAGE 2
mR m I I I i
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUN D TEST OPTIONS
i:_ 8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
_ TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/rain) /. km,INCL. dog,TIME_ hr
. i
J
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: t
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
i POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING:YES O N0["_
TESTCONFIOENCE
i :l i :
9. GROUND TESC OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
...... EXISTING:YES D NO [_
GROUNDTESr LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE
ii ii i I i illl H lel Hi i i
10. SCHEDULE 81COST SPACETEST OPTION GROUNDTEST OPTION
l i i iTA&K . COST(8) COST($)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG& C/O
4. TEST& EVAL
TECH NEEDDATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
im i i
i i
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGR,tMCOSTS$ I
i i ii i
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
_ COSTRISK $
* T IIDk-217175
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
i TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT RECUIREMENT PAGE 1 (Cont'd)
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY
2. TITLE
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART 1
?light experiment. &uidelinss would CURRENT UNPERTURBED' REQUIRED |
be issued for matezials and application ..... 1
techniques based or,the flight data• i
i
i 4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRSTPAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME YEARS, TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
m
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICALBENEFIT3
•
POTF.NTIALCOSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS$
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES
iii
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
i -.-
FTITDR.1)7/7S
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TITLE Thermal Control Materials Compatible with the Space NO. Ba-i
Plasma/Char_in_ Environment PAGE 2
=. If
COMPARISONOF SPACE& GROUNDTESTOPTIONS....i ml
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Piqgyback package ..... 1
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/rain) sync. / orbit km,INCL. dig,TIME hr
Evaluate materials exposed to Space environments. .... _.
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Ground simulation difficult and uncertain . _ ' ,,
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT k#,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA _
_i SPECIALORIENTATIONkno.n or controlled CREW:NO.GROUNDFACILITIES: 0PERATIONS/OURATION ' ! _'EXISTI G:YES0 NO0
TESTCONFIOENCE
m m |
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Samples exposed to simulated environment
TEST OESCRIPTIONIREOUIREMENTS: .D.etermine suitability of selected materials to
_ithstand simulated environment.
• SP_CiAL GROUND FACILITIES: Need to develop special simulation facilities
• =, , ,
. tX,STl.:yes[3 N0[3
GROUND TEST LBAITATIONS: .Poor repre,',entation of space environment
TESTCONFIOENCE
-- m
" I H, ., , '.'i, . :-
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETEST OPTK)N GROUND TESTOPTION
,I i i i ul ,iTASK COSTm) COST(S)i
1. ANALYSIS 1
2. DESIGN _
3. MFG & C/O _
4. TEST& EVAL _ :]TECH NEED DATE
GRANDTOTAL 'GRAND-TOTAL
i uRn ,I ii _'
i ii, i i i I el iii
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ .... (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )
I I ii
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COlT HkIPACT PROIABILITY i|, i i
" ! 'COSTRISK $ :
| mHi el i||
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. Ba-2 -
, TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
ii i, iii i
: 1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/9/75 REV DATE LTR --
CATEGORY 10 or 11 ,_
i
2. TITLE Improved Temperature Control Coatinqs For Very'Large Space Structures
Including Solar Collectors
• 3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REbUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
Integrate the thermal control coating CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED fl ,
with the structural elements. Will L....... I
include light-weight laminate.s r conductive _/r coatinq_ for solar coliector_ i
; (0_/_.values 30 to 50), stable anodized coatings. _
• Will require _li_ht testin9 for verification of oround testing and
confirmation of coati n_ test data•
i
i i i i
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE .
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME = YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
i
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROFPAYLOADS _
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Liqht weiqht, hiqh efficiency, loW _Q_ increased
performance.
POTENTIAL COST BENEFITS
• ESTIMATED COS7 SAVINGS _
nl
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS R & D required in coatin_ deveiopment
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES _
i
|
?
i ill• i
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
i ii Hi
FT (TDR-1) 717_
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TITLE NO.
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
ii •
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TESTDESCRIPTION: ALT.(mex/min) / kin,INCL. _ dti. TIME hr
(
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: '
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kl, SIZE X X m,POWER kW
POINTING STA§ILIlY DATA '
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING:YES["] NO[_ •
TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TESTDESCRIPTIONIREOUIRErAENTS:
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES: :
EXIST,NG:YEsD .oO
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE
L_ m
ll|ll i
10. SCHEDULE & COSTI SPACET'i.STOPTION GROUNDTESTOPTION
E 'TASK COST_) COST1$)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESK:,,'
3. MFGIFC/O
4. TEST& EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TES'r $ .... (SUMOF PROGRAMCO_;_ _ __ _ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
COSTRISK $
IN . i
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. Ba-3
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREP DATE 8/9/75 REV DATE LTR _..._.i
i CATEGORY 10 or 11
2. TITLE Evaluation of Lonq-Life Stability of S/C Thermal Control Surfaces ......
m
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
The need to obtain flight operational
.data on the performance of s/c thermal_
_control surfaces in long-term missions is of major concern. Long-term
missions in oartigulatR (e-. D+) radiation environments are Planned but d@ta
on coatinqs developed in 19TO's is not available. Fliqht te_ssts_iII be
required in following environments" Near-earth polar orbit| Geos,¥nchronous;
. Interplanetary - Venus I Mercury, Jupiter. Shuttle - LDEF pa,yioad will .......
satisfy near-earth data - requirements.
m
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE, 1981 ....
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 2 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE l_'(_
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Better tempecature stability through predictable
coatinn performance and coatino selection.
r
POTENTIAL COST BENEFITS
ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS $
, i
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS None.
REOUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES Thermal control coating development.
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT (TDR-1) 7/75
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TITLE NO.
PAGE 2
i I
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
,i i ii
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Thermal control surfaces test LDED
only shuttle payload optio,_ others are Scout {earth pol._r); Ai_ Force - 5TP
pa_loads; other s/c.
TESTDESCRIPTION: ALT.(mxlmin) .... _ kin,INCL. dig,TIME h,
Hardware Ava.i.lable
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: Actual Radiation vs Time
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kl, SIZE X X m,POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. .0PERATIONS/DURATION
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING:YESO NOD
TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
• ExIST,, GYESD NoD
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS: Radlat±on test±no in 1_6 does not match f llqht test.
data.
TESTCONFIOENCE
i
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETEST OPTION GROUNDTEST OPTION
,I ijTASK COST($1 COSTIS)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG& C/O
4. TEST& EVAL
TECH NEEDDATE
ii i
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
i
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )
i
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COSTRISK $
fT (TDR.2) 7/75
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. Bs-4
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1 :,
1. REF. N0. PREPDATE 8/9/75 REVDATE LTR m
CATEGORY . 10 or ll "
i
2. TITLE Rppair/Refurbishment of Thermal Control Surfaces in Space :,
,b,
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATEOF ART °_
Development of techniques for repair/ CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
refurbishment of thermal control .. _..
surfaces in sp_ce on malfunctionin_ s/c are desired. Techniques can be
evaluated in ATL or spacelab missions. __;
%
i
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE _
PAYLOADDEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS _
TECHNICALBENEFITS Repair and reorbit of spacecraft; provide techniques for
emergency repairs; eliminate need for backup spacecraft.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS $ _
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT _
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS Provide full access to total s/c thermal control su_face ?_
_2
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES
i,i i _'
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS CASD-NAS-75-O04 ,-
C 9.9
, , ).
FT (TOt4.1) 7/75 _
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TITLE NO. ha-4
PAGE 2 "
I m I
_ COMPARISON OF SPACE& GROUND TEST OPTIONS
:_ 8. SPACETEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/rain) . / kin, INCL. (leg,TIME .-- hr
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: 0-_ VAC; EVA compatibility
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kll,SIZE X X m, POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION / ,
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES D NOD
TEST C0NFIOENCE
i
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXIST,.:yESD NoD
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS: , need 0-_
TEST CONFIDENCE
m i
l e ii1o Dos, G,,.,,,,,,.TO.r,o.
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE li_ Ii
GRAND TOTAL I GRAND TOTAL
ii I i i i i IIII I I
11. VALUE OF SPACETEST $ (SUMOFPROGRAMCOSTS$., )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COST RISK $ ......
,,, iii
r 1 ll DR.2) 7/75
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lFUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. Ba-5
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
• ,, , ii
4- 1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/9/75 REV DATE LTR __
_, CATEGORY 10 or 11
2. TITLE Adhesives for Attachable Thermal Control Surfacm_
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART j
The performance of attachable thermal CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED ; :
control surfaces (i.e., second surface i .;
mirror coatings) depends upon the integrity of their adhesive. Althou_h !i _
._ I laborator_ tests have demonstrated _ood performance r earlier adhesives have ,,
demonstrated anomalous behavior under different flight conditions; therefore_
- space flight tests are necessary since several radiation environments are
needed t the followin_ flight tests are required: shuttle launched - LDEF I
polar orbiter i qeos.ynchronous; and/or Scout-polar orbiter.
; ]
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
.. i i i i
i
_i 5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS t" _T CHNICAL BENEFITS Increased reliability of attachable thermal control surfaces
in space environments and increased reliabilit,y in predicted thermal ] •@
. performance of s/c. I :
e
POTENTIAL COSTBENEF,"J_3
L ,I
i
: ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS$ _""
! 6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT ;_.
TECHNICALPROBLEMS None. _"
L
• REOUIRED'%IPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES Adhesive devqlopment for second _urfac@
mirro: and other attachable thermal control surfaces.
i ii1|1 ii i
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS _o
H
1_ FT (I"0R-1) 7175
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TITLE NO.
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
i' TESTDESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/rain). / km,INCL. dq, TIME__ hr
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST:
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT ko,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY 0ATAm
ORIENTATION CREW NO. 0PERATIONS/OURAT_gN /
SPECIALGROUND FAC|LIT:_3;
EXISTING:YESO NO["1
TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TESTOPTION TFSTARTICLE:
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIF.S:
.... EXISTINC: YES D NO O
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE
ii i
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUNDTEST OPTION
E 'TASK COST151 COST15)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST& EVAL
' TECH NEEDDATE
i
GRAND TOTAL GRANDTOTAL
ii i
i . i. ii I
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )
IHI : m I I| Ill II II II nn
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
t
COSTRISK$
IrT(TDR-2)7/75 i
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• _L.
: FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. Bb-i
ZTESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1 ! ,:
, ,
1. REF. NO. PREP DATE 8/9/75 REV DATE LTR I
CATEGORY Environment Control & Cryogenic Control _ _.
"2. "'TITI'E Cr,yoqenic Heat Pipe Radiative Coolers
_" ' LEVEL OF STATE OF ART3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED _ ___
< Many sensors and telescopes will be _ _ _S_U_H_I_ o;
operatin 9 in the cr_oqenic ranqe (i00 to L__ L_
/ 150k) and will reqL,ire heat pipes to tra,,sport heat. Larqe multiple arrays
:_ of detectors (5-10 watts) will be remotel_ located from their optics end
will require heat pipes to isothermalize them. Tel=_scopes and sensors will]
have larqe radiators operatin 9 at cryogenic temperature which will make use
_ of heat DID@@, Var.vinq @nvironments will require variable heat rejection
; devices in the form of variable conductance heat pipes and diodeb. For
operatinq in sunliqht conditions or at constant temperature; chan_e phase I _l
materials will be required.
i i i i ill ,, i
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1980 E05 (£0,3) Mission 30
'_ PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME . 3 YEARS, TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE ,I_IT8 _ [10 5 _
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROFPAYLOADS 3-5
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Allows for handlinq lar.qe amounts of puwer at cr_e
POTENTIAL COST BENt.FITS i i
";, - ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS $
• 6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
._ TECHNICAL PROBLEMS Present. _hnoloq.y is limited to 10-50 Millwatts with
detectors and radiators intimatel.v located,
<
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES Sensors, cryogenics
i
. ,i i i , ,. m
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS i) Outlook for Space ("Instruments and i
Sensors") 2) SFC, LDEF Cry. Heat Pipe Exp. Proposal 3) Outlook -Missicns
Documents i
|
: (
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TITLE Cryogenic Heat Pipe Radiative Coolers NO. Bb-i
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Flight exTJeriment containin_ cr_o
_ heat pipes, diodes, phase chan_e material r radiators and support equipment
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (maxlmin) -- __ / km. INCL. dq, TIME __ hr
" Prefer Synch. Aft. (lower alt. acceptable with view of space)
Use solar or electrical pow@r to activate system. Measure temperatures.
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST:
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT lO0 kD,SIZE 1.25 X 1.O X .5 re, POWER 600 watt kW
"' POINTING STABILITY [,iATA hours
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 50.__0_00PERATIONS/DURATION 4 hr. /
° SPECIAL GROUND FAC|LITIES:
EXISTING: YES[_] N0[_
TEST CONFIDENCE Hiah (2 S/C
and socnding
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: rocket exp.
flown )
Cannot be adequately tested in l-q due to effect@ on hy_I@-
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: dynamics
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES D NO O
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TEST CONFIOENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION !
E 'TASK T5 76 77 T8 79 30 I1 COST15) COST151
I. ANALYSIS i00 ;
2. DESIGN 85
3. MFG & C/O 170
4. TEST & EVAL 145
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL 500K GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OFSPACE TEST $ .... (SUMOFPROGRAM_"O_,T$ __ )
| , ,
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COST RISK $
FT (TDR,;_)7/75
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. Bb-2
• TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1 _
1. REF. NO. i0 PREPDATE 8/8/75 REV DATE LTR --
CATEGORY Environmental Control •
i ii
2. TITLE Ultra-High Thermal Conductance Heat Pipe
! 3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART ....
I In order to isothermalize very large CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIREDstructu eD, .e., ntennas, solar
collectors, etc., to levels of acceptable distortion r ultra-high thermal i
conductance will be required. Both high and low flux densities will have to
be transferred with extremely low temperature _radients (L=I0 100Mr
@ T=0.1 l°C @ q=0.1 50w/cm 2)
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME YEARS, TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Minimizes distortion for _ncur_+R nn_n_nn mnH "l'ha_-rn_=1
_ _@bilization of large structures.
POTENTIAL COST BENEFITS
ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
i, TECHNICAL PROBLEMS Present technolo_ is limited to 1-10 w/cm 2 for 1-10 meters
length @ 3-5°c _radient
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES Structures, materials, basic research
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS 0,,tlook for 5pace ("Large, Controllable
L_i_,htwei_ht 5tructures" )
FT ITDR-1) 7/75
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TITLE NO. Bb-2
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONSi i III ill
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: 20 rneJter (bhuttle ba_)
Long Heat Pipe ......
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(rex/rain) .. any / kin,INCL. dell,TIME he
Apply powe= to Heat Pipe and Measure Temperature
BENEFITOFSPACETEST: D-Q environment required due to ne_a.tinq _ravitv effects
on hydrodynamics ,on ground .....
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 25 kll,SlZE ,DIM X20M(LG) X m,POWER,5-1,0 kW
POINTING STABILITY 0ATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 113 0PERATIONS/DURATION 2 _IM
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING:YESO N00
TESTC0NF,OENCE
i ill i
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Cannot be adequately tested in 1-Q due
to effects on hydrodynamics
TESTOF_CRIPTIONIREOUIREMENTS:
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
....... EX,ST,NG:YESEJNOE3
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTC0NFIOENCE
i ii i i
i ii i r I i im
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUNDTEST OPTION
E i I ii iTASK COST($) COST(S)i
1. ANALYSIS
2, DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST& EVAL
TE'CHNEED DAT'E
GRANO TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
i I
,11 I I inl , ,,, i,,
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ ..... )
, , i ill ii i • i
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COlT IMPACT PROBABILITY
COSTRISK $
• , ,,, ,,i ,,,,
FT (TDR-2) 7175
113
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+ _
FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. Bb-3
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/g/7_ REVDATE LTR
CATEGORY Environment Control and Cr.voq_nic
CoqtZ@A
2. TITLE Imoroved Solid Crvooenic Lifetime EMp@;_m@n _
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED !In order to cool IR detectors to the
_ 65-120K re_ion r solid cryogenic coolers
are used. These usually take the form of multi-staqe devices which are bulky. " i
hesv_-wei_ht and subject to high parasitic heat loads. These coolers cculd be
qrestl_ enhanced b_ co,£plin_ them to a heat pips passive radiator which would
• sub-cool the container and limit parasitic heat loads. This would eliminate
the ne@d for multiple staqinqt which would lower weiflht_ (factor of 2) and
extend lifetim@ _b_ f@ctor of 2-3}_
ii ii
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE I_80 {EC5), E0-3, 0BJ,
0-24 1978
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 3 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
m
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROFPAYLOADS
TECHNICALBENEFITS Law_r_ Weioht (Factor 2). Extends Life (Factor 2-3)
POTENTIALCOSTBENEFITS Simpler r more reliable design
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLFJU Present technolo_ (LRIR Nimbus F) is limited to 6-8 me.
expected life (Design I _r.).
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES 5enscrsp Mils. ! 5truct.
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS NASA 1973 Mission Modelj Outlook for Space
Missions, AEAA Pepe=
FT (TOR.1) ?175
114  PIODUCIBITY OFTLils
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I 1
TITLE Improved Solid Cr_o_eric Lifetime Experimen$. NO. Bb-3
PAGE 2
I .....
! COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
i ,, ,8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Solid cryogen cooler with outer shell
; containin9 heat pipes and passive cooler
TESTDESCRIPTION: ALT.(mxlmin) / km,INCL. dll, TIME hr
5,ynchAlL. or Low .Orbit ./cold view o= space simulate dete,cto_ keat! measure
temperature over lon_ time o_ recover and rewei_h system
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: 0-G .Environment =equired due to negative _ravit_ effects i
on heat pipe hydrodynamics , --
EOUIPMENT: WEIGHT 100 kl, SIZE .5 X .5 X .5 m,POWER 5-50 kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/0URATION _ .
SPECIALGROUND FAC|LITIES:
EXISTING:YESO N00
TESTCONFIDENCE
,| i ,
9. GROU';_ TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Heat pipes cannot be adequatel,y tested in
1-q
TESTDESCRIPTIONIREOUIREMENTS:
_. SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
........ EXISTING:YES D NO'F'I
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIOENCE
10. SCHEDULE Ik COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUNDTEST OPTION
E ...... iTASK co_r ($) COST all
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & CIO
4. TEST & EVAL
TEC. NEEDDATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
,,, i HI I ii i n
, ,,,, ii iii | im I I
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ . (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTSS )
i , i ii i
12. DOMINANT RISK/I"ECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PItOIAIIILtTY
,, ,,, , ,,, ,
COSTRISK S
ql I
tr 1 ('tDR+_) 7/7,_
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. Bb-4
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
,.. .... • L ._ U
1. REF. NO. 10 PREPDATE 8/9/75 REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Environm.e_ _ .'_trol ;.
TITLE Prec,-" _ Temperature Control Techniaues IJ_:_1_,,..:_ Pies.,
• m
i _ LJ ii iii
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED L_.VEL OF STATE OF ART
Ct)RRENY UNPERTURBED
Man,y instrume +sr structures, and i
REQUIRED
r_
gyros which are re_u'red to hold ; _.
extremely tight t_._.mm_e=aturecontrol (+_ _1_"_ '_ ,: :,squire techniques involving .,;
feedback or cas_a.ded he_t pipes. T_.e_e _z, ,. _iil either directl_ or
indi_mctl_ receive an indic,,_.,tion f._om thr:__,L,. _ument o? chang!n 9 temperature ...
• and q_djust its heat rejection in order t% _oid this tight temperature control.
,m, i
BI I I
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHTDATE Mission 33 (Solar Cluster)
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 3 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE ] qTq 1981
m i
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOAD6
TECHNICAL BENEFrrS Minimiias temperature excursions which pez_nits fine
nointino. Zow dzift and alianed ootics th_guoh stable structures
"I
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS _:
,, ESTIMATED CO_r SAVINGS $
nl
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT -_
TECHNICAL PROBLEM$ .Present technolog_ using large amounts of" heat, power end
sophisticated electronics to maintain control.
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES GN & C! structures /
, IIIII
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS ._Outlook for Space ("Precision Navi-
gation". Large Controllable Light.eight Structures)
FT ITDR-I! 7178
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TITLE Precision Temperature Control Techniques Usin_ Heat Pipes NO.
PAGE 2
i.i • i _m
:COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(maxlmin). /. kin,INCl.. (leD,TIME-- hr
Change environment conditions! record response| i.e.; drift t aliQn t etc.
BENEFIT OFSPACETEST:. 0-n environment reuuired dut _o neqative effects on
h,ydrod,ynamicson qround
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT ko,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
P01NTINO STASlLITY 0ATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO.__ 0PERATIONS/DURATION t
JSPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING. 'ES O N00
TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
ExIST,.:YESD .00
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE Ik SPACETESTOPTION GROUND TESTOPTiON
! 'TASK CY co_r ($1 COST1$1
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST& EVAL
TECH NEEDDATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTSS, )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST iMPACT PROBABILITY i
COST HISK $ ....
i
f l il DR-._') l'r7_ - !
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Bb-5
FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. i :'_
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
REF. NO. 10 PREPDATE 8/9/75 REV DATE LTR _ i1.
CATEGORY Environment Control i
2. TITLE Laroe Variable Heat Reiection Radiators .,
!
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART "I ,:'_CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
J In order to accommodate a variety of ; ?I
very fine pointing instruments, each _ i _ i
with different power levels t temperature level and gradient requirements, i i
radiators will be needed. These radiators will be required to handle power _
levels in the kilowatt range; be able to vary their heat rejection in order to : j
' maintain narrow temperature units and be adjustable to hold a variety of '- _.
temperature level. Heat pipes with variable conductance capability will be
the main source of control. A need is also shown at high temperature
n 1200°C for nuclear propulsion. =_
iiim i
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE Mission 33
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS
TECHNICALBENEFITS Will allow for a wide variety of payloads to be handled
using one type of radiator. .;
POTENTIALCOSTBENEFITS Will reduce analysis and manpower will not reouire
mow_r or contain qg movino Darts. i_
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS $ _,
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS Present technoloqy is limited to 100-200 watt capability .;
at room temperature with wider temperature limits. Large capacity radiators :
at high temperatures have not been flown.
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Structures I materials
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS Outlook for Space (advanced propulsion,
instruments and sensors). Report to Snowmass Science Meetino. Auoust 1974.
F'rcTo.,) 7n5 :,
I_EPRODUCUJILIT_U_' ,nL
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T !
TITLE NO. Bb-5
PAGE 2
; COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: 3Hxlm (300w)
Radiator with variable conductance heat pipes. Lar£er (5-10 kw) radiators
::_ 1200oc
i TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(mix/rain) / kin,INCL. dell,TIME__ hr
An,yaltitude I includinq apply variable loads and measure thermal responses
i
f
: " BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: O-G environment required due to ne,qatin£ _ravit_ effects
%
!
: EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 50 k@,SIZE 3m X lm X .2 5._. m,POWER kW
_ _ POINTING STABILITY DATA ..
._ ORIENTATION CREW: NO._ OPERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIALGROUND FAC|LITIES:
EXISTING:YES0 NOO
TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES ._j NO _j
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE
.,=,.
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUNDTEST OPTION
TASK _CY COST($) COST($)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEEDDATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ ISUM OF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )
t
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
: COSTRISK $ .......
I (1 DR-2) 7/75 i
C
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. Bc-I i
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/8/75 REVDATE LTR
CATEGORY i0/ii Thermal Control
h
2. TITLE Phase Chanoe Materials for Therm_ l Storag_
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVELOF STATE OF ART ;
: a) To identify techniques for the CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED ] t
; _ control of the solid, liquid and vapor 2 5 7 1 '
phases of the working medium in phase-change heat sink devices in order to i
improve the performance of such devices,
b) To characterize the performance of phase-chanqe devices in the space
;_ . environment.
,, J
t
:' i
i
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE when read,¥
PAYLOADDEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME _ YEARS, TECHNOLOGYNEED DATE ASAP
i
:_ 5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Provide basic design data and techniques for more
effective Dhase-chanqe heat-sink d_.vices. These devb s will be used to
_aintain a nearly constant temperature by absorbinq/releasin_ thermal energy
i durinq cyclic or intermittant thermal loadinq. 1
POTENTIALCOSTBENEFITS May p@rmi$ avoidance of more costly active control
s_/stems.
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS Material compatibilit_
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Material prop@rties @nd ¢ompo_ibility
i
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS International Heat Pipe 5oundin 9 Rocket
Experiment
FT(TDR-t)7/75
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TITLE NO. I
PAGE 2
.... i iii I
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUN D TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/rain) /. kin, INCL. dag,TIME _ hr
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST:
EOUIPMENT: WEIGHT ko,SIZE X X m, POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. __ OPERATIONS/DURATION /t
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
I EX,,NG: N0DYES O
TEST CONFIDENCE9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES D NO 0
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TEST CONFIDENCE
i
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
E -TASK COST ($1 COST 151
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND "I'OTAL
(SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ )
11. VALUE OF SPAC_ TEST $
mm
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBACILITY
C()ST HISK $
I 121
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. Bc-2
_ TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUh :EMENT PAGE 1
" ii i "
:_ 1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/8/75 REV DATE LTR
: CATEGORY 10/11 Thermal Control -- '_
: '2. TITLE Expendable Materials Heat Rejection Systems _
!
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART , ,
Perforqance of boilers/sublimers and CURRENT r UNPERTURBED REQUIRED I "_other elements of expendable material 7 8 9
. heat rejection systems must be verified in the flight environment before ,,_ i i_
committin_ to their use in an actual _ission. Representative hardware must
be designed and fabricated before performin_ the_ verification tests.
Limited specific applications usinq water have been developed in _he pest.
lira i i ")
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1981
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 2 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1979 _-
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS . Technoloq,y is applicable for short duration or special
circumstances where radiative coolinq is inadequate or inappropriatet
Coolinq of shuttle pa.yload radioisotope power sources and EVA crews are
typical applications.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATED COSTSAVING:_$ !_
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS Contamination control and ventin_ provisions °
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES l) Contamination studies for fluids used,
2) Bo_lin_ of fluids in zero-@
i
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT(TDR-1)7/75 _
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TITLE Phase Change Material NO.
t ...... PAGE 2
i COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS :
t 8. SPACETEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Assembl_/ of phase-change capsules with _;
! various design features !
i '
1" TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (maxlmin) / kin, INCL. dell.TIME 10 hr ;
i . Heating/e..ooling provisions and temperature readouts o"
ii
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST:., Zero gravity i "_'
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 20 kg,SIZE _ X _ X _ m, POWER 0.5 kW i i
POINTING STABILITY 0ATA i :
' ! i,
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/0URATION / 1 _:
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: !
EXISTING" YES O NOO °
TEST CONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Same as above
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
. SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES O NO [_
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS: One- 9 _
m
TESTCONFIOENCE _,
i ,,,, pi i
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION ;
E Hi _TASK COST ($) COST ($) :
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL _'
TECH NEED DATE '
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL •
_, , ,,, ,,, ,, ',',' '' .... ,,I, ' ' ' ,, ,
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ ISUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ ) _
-_, ..... u ,, i i i,
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY _
COST RISK S ............
,HH ,, |l ,,,
1 IIDR,2) 7/75 ,_
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
"G ,, i ill i , m1. RE NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY
ii i i i n
2. TITLE
LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED "
"i i
m ii ,
• 4. SCH'.,DULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOAD DEVELO_.ENT LEAD TIME YEARS, TECHNOLOGYNEED DATE
j i Ill
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS _
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS $
i iill i
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES
i llll i i u i i
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
i i
" FT (TDR-I) 7175
124
1977006974-131
TITLE Boilers and Expendable Fluid Heat Rejection 5¥stems PAGENO'Bc-22 i
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Test model "of coolinq system
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(maxlmin) / kin,INCL. dq, TIME 15 hr
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: Acc'urate simulation of fliqht environment, especially
zero-g
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 500 kg,SIZE 1 X 1 X 1 m,POwER 0.1 kW
POINTING S'I'ABILITY DATA ,,.
ORIENTATION CREW: NO.__ OPERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIALGROUND FAC|LITIES:
EXISTING:YESE_ ] NOD
TESTCONFIDENCE95%
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Test model of coolino svstem comnonents
I or system
I TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIALGROUND FACIL;TIES: Simulated heat loads; high. capacity ,vacuum pumps
EXISTING: YES [_ NO r-'l
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS: No simulation of shuttle environment; 1- 9 field
TESTCONFIDENCE 75%
,0. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETEST OPTION GROUND TESTOPTION
TASK E COST151 COST151
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG& C/O
4. TEST& EVAL
u,, •
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ .. )
.....--_.
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COSTHISK $
1 (1DR-2)1/75
125 _ s
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. Bc-3
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
i ,i , i me
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/8/75 REV DATE I LTR
CATEGORY i0 Environmental Cantrol
, ,l i
2. TITL_ Deplo','yableO,rientable Radiator Sy@tem@ and Comoonent_
!3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVELOFSTATE OF ART
cuRRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
. Develop and verify i.n....a space ....... ,
environment deployable orientable
radiator systems includin_ low-temperature (<lOO°K) radiators_ leak-free
gimbals and connectors, and mechanisms and controls for deep space trackinq
for long-term space experiments (1 to 6 months). System must be capable of
; deployment beyond interference re_ione of shuttle orbite_ out of the
pajload bay.
i i i . ,
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1981
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME _ YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE i979
,, ,
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS Manv
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Achieve maximum efficienc,y from radiation systems b,y
permittinq continuous or nearly continuous radiation to "deep space".
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS $
n H i
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS Long-term space operation effects on fluid loop components I
joints, gimbals, and design of mechanical components.
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Materials I structural design r thermal con,trol
iii || iHi
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT (TDR-1) 7175 ' '
REPBODUCIBILITY Tlt
@I AL PA@ ZBPOOR
1977006974-133
1TITLE NO. Rn-3
PAGE 2
i
COMPARISONOF SPACE& GROUNDTESTOPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Deplo.yable/o_ientdble r_diator with heat
source (could be an active exper_nent or pa,yload)
TESTDESCRIPTION: ALT.(mzxlmin) / km,INCL. dq, TIME_ hr •
--t
L i
1 BENEFIT OFSPACETEST: Verify operation of s,ystem in space environment -
deployment t pointin_t performance
"t EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 2_0 kg,SIZE 0.2 X 1 X 2 m,P0WER ? kW
POINTING ,yes STABILITY DATA thermal_position 1
ORIENTATION CREW: NO._ OPERATIONS/DURATION / J
SPECIALGROUND FAC|LITIES: I
EX,ST,NG:YEsDN0D I
TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUNDTESTOPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
J
SPECIALGROUNDFACILITIES: :
Ex,r,NG:YESD NO0
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE !r_
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUNDTEST OPTION -_
ETASK COST1$1 COST1$1 ,
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEEDDATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OFSPACETEST $ (SUMOFPROGRAMCOSTS$ • ) ,
12. DOMINANTRISK/TECHPROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY !
i
COS1 RISK $ ......... _
, _I IIDR ;') 7,75
127 j
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. Bd-I
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. 10 PREPDATE 8/8/75 REVDATE LTR
i
CATEGORY Environman _al _on¢_gl
m| ii • im i Ill
2. TITLE Temnara_ure Cnn_rol D_vle_ T_'_ facili_v (AmhiAn_ R_n_mM}
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
Various phenomena in heat pipe CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
performance must be studied in O-G .
because of the negative influence of gravity on parameters such as liquid
distribution 9as/vapor interfaces and wetting parameters. Improvements in
h.eat transfer coefficients to accomplish low temperature _zadients at low
.__ @nd at hiqh fluxes, can be measure d and observed. Diffusion of
vapors_ liquids and gases in controllable heat pipes can be studied as well
as distribution of phase change materials in a metallic matrix.
J
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FInSTPAYLOADFLIGHTDATE.
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
m i =
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROFP_'¢LOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Allows for a basic understandinQ of he_c pipe perfor,,ance
so that improvements in state-of-art can be made• !
POTENTIAL COST BENEFITS .... _
1,
ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS $ i _.
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT !_
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS Present limits on spacecraft and soundinq rocket i_
experiments as to weight_ telemetr_ power and operations prevent suffigient
data from being acquired to separate variables, i _
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES Materials
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS 5pacelab payload accommodations doc.j
"NASA Objectives on Co-op Spacelab Experiments-Heat Transfer"
;_ FT ITDR-t) 7175 ........
1977006974-135
__ L i ii ,, ........... ii I' __ '
] TITLE NO. Bd-1
PAGE 2
I i i ii
I, COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Foc£1it 3 £n Pzessuzed Module oz Pallet
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/rain) / . kin,INCL. dq, TIME hri ii m
_fork bench end rack equipment end p,nllet suppor_ structure end services,
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: Cannot be oerformed w/o zero oravit_
EOUIPMENT: WEIGHT 3,00 kl, SIZE__ X X m,POWER 1.0 kWm
POINTING $TASILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO.-- OPERATIONS/OURATION /
SPECIALGROUND FACiLiTIES:
EXISTING:YES D NOJ_
TESTCONFIDENCE
i i
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TESTDESCRIPTIONIREOUIREMENTS:
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
sx,ST,.oYEsD NoO
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUND TESTOPTION ]
TASK I co_,,- i "- cos,,s,Ii ]1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN I3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST& EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
i
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
i ,i
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST S (SUMOF PROGRAMCosTS S )
i i
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
............ !; COST H* .':K S .,
_ ,, , , - ..- .,,. ,
_ 1 I1DR ;_) 1,75
1977006974-136
I |' I 'q
FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. Bd-2
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR __
CATEGORY lO Environmental Control _.
TITLE Zero-G Measurement Df Heat-Pioe Disturbances
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEl. OF STATE OF ART -
i i'i _ -
Quantify experimentally in space CURRENT UNPERTURBED RE_IRED ienvironment the disturbin_ forces 4 5i.
resultin_ from perfo=mance of a_yariet_ of heat pipe configurations and i
capacities I over a range of heat transfer conditions_ and to evaluate concepts i
_nd confiqurations which would minimize these forces, }
• ! _
\
i •
i
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1981 :.
PAYLOAD DEVELORMENTLEAD TIME 2 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 19"/{)
m
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOAD6
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Provide quantitative basis for selection of heat pipes
in lieu of less effective passive means of thermal control for experiments
reouirino extremely ouiescent conditions,
\
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PI=OBLEM$ Instrumentation difficult_ in determining very small
f@_e@ precisel.y,
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
i
F1 ('rDR-1) 717S "
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'+ Ill +
TITLE NO. Bd-2
PAGE 2
, COMPARISON OF SPACE& GROUND TEST 0,PTIONSi ii
+_ 8. SPACETEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Several (15-20) hea+. pipes and variable
heat sources and heat sinks instruments for forces (loads/strains) and
accelerations.
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (maxlmin) / kin, INCL. dell,TIME __ hr ,
BENEFITOFSPACE TEST: Only way to accuratel_ measure forces + +
EGUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE. X X m, POWER_ kW
P0INTIN6 STASILITY DATA
ORIENTATION , CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION ,
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
.,sT,NoYESONOD
TEST CONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: N.A.
TEST DESCRIPTION/REOUIREMENTS: +
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTINGYES[3 N0E)
GROUND TES I LIMITATIONS:
TEST CONFIOENCE
, ,.
I II Ii •n
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION ,+
E i _ ii iiiTASK -r_DST ($) COST ($)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
NEED DATE , 1
/
TECH |
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
i i Hi
! 11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ --- (SUM0 _:PROGRAMCOSTS$, )
mm
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY _.
ii i
COST 141SK$
] I1DR .') t,75
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Bd-3
FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
i , J ill i i
: 1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REVDATE LTR __
CATEGORY Electric Power and Thermal Corltrol r4
: '2. TITLE 5calable 5huttle-Launched, FreeLFl_inq Facility for Hiqh Power
D_nsity Testinq
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
" The required technology advancement CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED I " ''_, , _
"s_scalable shuttle-i un h - . I ; ;
flying facility for experimentation and demonstration related to hiqh-power- i ' i
density devices and ohenomena. The facilit_ includes a high-power-density ,
source, normall_ a radioisotoF_-, cooled by a mehallic-fluid heat pipe which
heats the emitter of a thermionic converter having a collector cooled by a i
!
heat-pipe radiator. Some evaluations may require several thermionic- , ,_
converter I heat-pipe modules which feed their electric outputs to a power i
processin_ s_stem that energizes instrumentation control t data-handling, and i
transmission equipment needed for the experimentation or demonstration, i
R_olacino a standard component of _is facility durinQ fabrication with (cont,) i
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOADFLIGHT DATE 1980
PAYLOADDEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME 3 to 4 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEEDDATE now i
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS I ;
TECHNICAL BENEFIT3 This facilit_ will allow hi_h-power-density testinq and ! "
;: verification in ,spaceof some essential thermal-control and electric-power i"
.comDonents, .... i
.4
• POTENTIALCOSTBENEFITS The facilit_ enables such testinq and verification _
without large-space-station power.
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS $ dependent on _ ._
........ number of missions _ _ _
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT _, _
TECHNICALPROBLEMS.,.a)Radioisotope handlin_ (perhaps manifold heat-pipe cool-
b) Use of heat pipes and converters not verified in space as standard _ng-_-- i :
facility components (but verification of these in such a facilit_ is desir-
c) Scaling to various power levels (solved by varying the number of able). !
thermionic-converter, heat-pipe modules. _
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Therm_onic conversion
Metallic-fluid heat pipes _
Material selection and evaluation _ :
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS RTOP's 506-24-26 and 506-16-31; NASA, ERDA
Thermionic-Conversion Proqram Reviews; Outlook fo_-Outer Space_ Future Pa¥1oad
• C
Technolog,y Requirements 5,tud_
• , , i _
FT (';'DR-I) 7/75
REPRODUCIBILITY UF 'l.til_ _ _-
: 132 @R  NAL PAGE 18POOR
I , . t tttl _ IIIIR!
p_/'
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TITLE NO. Bd-3
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Described in 3
TESTDESCRIPTION: ALT.(maxlmin) /, kin,INCL. daD,TIME hr
i
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: Described in 5
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT k|, SIZE X X m,POWER kW
P01NTING STABILITY DATA
NO. OPERATIONS/DURATIONORiENTATiON CREW:
SPECIALGROUND FAC|LITIES:
EXISTING:YESD NOO
TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TESTDESCRIPTIONIREOUIREMENTS: Ground evaluation leadin 9 to performance-life
and.verification-testing in space is desirable
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING:YES D NO O
GROUND TESTLIMITATIONS: Ground tests cannot substitute for spacefli,qht
verification
TESTCONFIDENCE
, i
10. SCHEDULE _ COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUNDTEST OPTION
ETASK COST($1 COST IS)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST& EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
,,,,, ,, , , ,,
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )
,i ,m .m ,.
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COST RISK $
] (1 DR 2) 7/75 ._
1977006974-140
! ' I '
IL
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. Bd-3
i| |l |
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Scalable Shuttle- PAGE 2 OF _
Launched, Free-FIyinq Facility for High Power Density Testin_
3. (cont.)
an experimental element allows testing or demonstration of thermal-energy
acquisition, transmission, conversion, or rejection or electric processing,
each at h_ghpower densities.
For example, such replacements would enable tests of solar-concentrator
• models, new heat pipes, improved thermionic converters, radiator modules, on
the latest processing development for low-voltage, high-current power.
I
I
\
!
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Bf-iFUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE I
1. REF. NO. PREP DATE 8/g/75 REV DATE LTR --
/
CATEGORY '_
2. TITLE Effects of'Shuttle Induced Contamim_ion on Thermal Control Sur?aces'
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
The need for contamination monitoring cuRRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED o_
experiments on the early shuttle
missions is recognized. As a part of these experiments I it is mandatory that i
the effects of this contamination on S/C temperature control surfaces be
determined. Flight experiments are required on LDEF (mission 3) and LDEF
(mission 4) as well as integrated into the design flight instrumentation
package for other flights. A statistical average is necessary for proper data
interpretation.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE lg79
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 1.5 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEEL DATE 1977 '_
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROFPAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Provide data for selection of thermal coatinqs for future ::
shuttle payloads. Direct benefit to all shuttle payloads. _
x:
POTENTIAL COST BENEFITS
ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS $
6, RISK =NTECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES Development of techniques for quantitative
and oualit@tive analysis of contaminants.
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
i _ i,
FT (TDR-t) 7/75
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TITLE Effects of Shuttle Induced Contamination on Thermal Control NO. Bf-i
Surfaces PAGE 2
m
_ COMPARISON OF SPACE& GROUND TEST OPTIONS
_ r 8" SPACETEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Shuttle contamination of thermal control
surfaces
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/rain) / km, INCL. dq, TIME _ hr
T
BENEFITOFSPACETEST: 0-9, Vacuum r Shuttle induced environment
, EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 5 kg,SIZE 0.3 X 0.3 X 0.1 m, POWER kW i
POINTING STABILITY DATA ,
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIAL GROUND FAC|LITIES:
EXISTING: YES["'] NOD
TEST CONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
NOT APPLICABLE i
TEST DESCRIPTIONIREOUIREMENTS:
,,
!,
: SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: Shuttle not available to produce contaminants .,
EX,ST,NG:YESIZI NO
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TEST CONFIDENCE
i
10. SCHEDULE & COST! SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
ETASK COST 151 COST 151
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4, TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
ii i ,
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ BOO_ (SUMOFPROGRAMCOSTS$ , )
, ...... .. ,,
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COST RISK $
1 (1DR 2) 7/75
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. Bf-2
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
m liml
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/9/-(5 REV DATE LTR m.
CATEGORY 10 or 1].
-2. TITLE Techniques for Contamination ProtecLion|
i 3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVELOF STATE OF ART
CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
Advanced techniques are required for
$
; 3 5 7
B protection of optic al_ x-ray, and solar _.
physics telescopes as well as thermal control surfaces. Referenced convair i
experiment is limited in scope for techniques of accomplishin_ this protection.
_ See spacelab or ATL as providing excellent flight test conditions
l
|
f 4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
Ill
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS
I TECHNICAL BENEFITS Long-life operationf less s/c cleanliness requirements
!
POTENTIALCOSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS Advanced technology development required, lack of support
for contamination studies.
REQUIREOSUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS CASD-NAS-75-O04
C 8.4
FT (TDR-1) 7/75
137
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TITLE NO.
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/rain) .. / kin,INCL. dell,TIME_ hr
8
: BENEFIT OF SPACETEST:
. EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
P01NTING STABILITY DATA
.
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING:YESQ N0 O
TES'[C0NFIOENCE
i
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMI_NTS:
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EX,ST,.: 1:3N01:3
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTC0NFIOENCE
, ii i10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUNDTEST OPTION ,
TASK COST($) COST($)i
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
" TECH NEED DATE i I
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
ii
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )
! 12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM cosr IMPACT PROa_BILITY
COST NISK $
.., "1 (1 [')R .'1 1_75
I_I_pI_,oDUCIBILITYOF TI_I_
1977006974-145
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. Bg-i
• TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/9/75 REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Cryogenic Control
._ 2. TITLE Liquid C_:_ocLenicTransfer
i
• 3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIREI_ LEVELOF STATE OF ART
REduced gravity fluid behavior as it CURRENT UNP_:RTURBED REQUIRED
- __ertains to ac uisition thermal con-
trol, low-g venting, and transfer have been evaluated to th_ limits of _round
based reduced _ravit_ facilities in experiment scale and time. The final
proof cf such systems before their adoption rests on an in-space demonstration.
" The data to be collected will be applied to cr_,oo__nicsystems containing
LH2, LF2, LE2, LHe, and LAr. Design for pressurant diffuser performance
and liquid outlet designs will be verified.
m
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE i_84
PAY! DAD DEVEL(JPlVlENTLEAD TIME 2 YEARS. TECHNOLOGYNEED DATE 1_82
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS
,: _ TECHNICALBENEFITS 5pace basin_ of propulsion systems, inqr¢_sed spacecraft
i lifetime, space station feasibility, increased crbiter lifetime, space rescue r
increased spacecraft payload, increased assurance of low-q enqine @tarts.
POTENTIALCOSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES
-=
ii
7. REFERENCEDOCUMENTS/COMMENTS 0FS Future Payload Technoloov
Requirements Study Report No. CASD-NAS-75-004 - Technoloov Ca.t-
egories 1.2, 4. I, 4.2_ 7.0 1 _!0.I , 10.2, 13.0, 16,Q= "Future
Payload Technology Space Testing and Development Requirements"
FT (TDR-1) 7/75
Items 1.6, 2.3-1, 2.14-1, 10.1, 12.1, 18.2. 1975 0AST Workshop
(OSS)
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TITLE NO. Bg-.1 !
PAGE 2
i
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS i
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Packa e ror,taininc_ insulated receiver
tank, insb]ated su_nk, and all necessar_ instrumentation
TESTDESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/mini. / km,INCL. (:leg,TIME_ hr , ,,
_J
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: Assurance that s__'stemworks before committinq it to an
e_ensive vehicle s_stem
• EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT k@,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO._ OPERATIONS/DURATION / ?
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING:YES[""] NOO
TESTCONFIDENCE _,
,,=
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EX,ST,N';:YESD N00
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE
" m i i i
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUND TESTOPTION -:
TASK COST 151 COST1$11
1. ANALYSIS
2, DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST& EVAL
=
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
i i=" i i = ......
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ , )
=m
12, DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COSTRISK $
rl I1DR ',)) /,75 :
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. Bg-2
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
lil I
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/9/75 REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Cryogenic Control
2. TITLE Liquid Cryogen Storage and Supply
!
"3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OFSTATEOFART i
Reduced gravity fluid behavior as it CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED ,
pertains to acquisition, thermal control 4 5 7
and transfer have been evaluated to the limits of ground reduced 9ravit_ i
8
facilities in experiment scale and time. The final proof of such systems
before their adoption masts on an in-space demonstration. The data to be
collected will be applied to cryogenic systems containin 9 LH2. LF2: L02, LH@,
and LAr.
Ill
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE Can be used as soon as
available. ASAP
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
ii ii
, 5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADSAll shuttle
TECHNICAL BENEFITS flights
S.__percritical powe_ and life support systems r if converted to subcritical
.systems utilizin_ advanced reduced _ravit_ fluid technology I would realize
substantial weight savings.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS Any increase in vehicle payload results in a decreased
cost of payloads in orbit.
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES
U_b FuTure Payload Technology Requi_emenfs SytUdv Repor%iN._, _._SD'N; 5-7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS 75.0 0 _I- chnolog C_tegorzes
4.2, 7.0, I0.i, 10.2, 13.0, 16.0 GD/C Rpt. #FT-WP-O01, "Future Payload Techno-
logy Space Testing and Development Requirement", Ite' 1.6, 2.3-1, 2.14-1, 10.1,
12.2, 18.2. 1975 NASA OAST Summer Workshop (Power Working Group)
i|i
FT ITDR-1) 7/75 "_
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TITLE Cryogen Storage and Supply NO. Bg-2
PAGE 2
| ,i
C,
,, COMPARISON OF SPACE& G..ROU,NDTEST OPTIONS
8. SPACETEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Package containing subcritical tank for
storing cryogens and all necessary instruments ., I
I
:. TEST DESCRIPTION • ALT. (max/rain) ,,, _, kin, INCL. dell,TIME hr "_i
f
• _
BENEFITOFSPACETEST: Assurance that system worka before .,.committinQ it to an
expensive vehicle system
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m, POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. -- OPERATIONS/DURATION _
I SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: ._
EXISTING: YES_ NOD
; TEST CONFIDENCE
=,
I 9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: There is no ,qro-nd test option,
i
l
i TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXIST,NG: YES E3 N0 E]
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
• TEST CONFIDENCE
' _I,. , ,,,
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
I------
TASK ICY COST _) COST ($)
1. ANALYSIS
, 2. DESIGN •
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE _"
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11, VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOFPROGRAMCOSTS$ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY i
i
COST RISK $
,,,,,, , ,,,, ....... ,
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. B0-3
TEal'rING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
_ lira
1. REF. NO. L PREPDATE REVDATE LTR __
CATEGORY
TITLE Joule-Thomson Exoansion of Suoercritical Helium
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVELOFSTATEOF ARTI rm
Develop a Joule-Thomson expander with an CURRENT _ UNPERTURBED
integral heat exchanger which is capab!e_L____L__
of producing temperatures below 2°K _ithout inducin_ excessive noise in
detectors. Demonstrate its performance in 0-_ preferably as part of an
operatin_ sensor s_stemo
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE . 1980
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 2 YEARS, TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1978
i i
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFFrS .The use of a J-T expander/heat exch_nqer to pzodu¢_
Hell (T:2OK) allows= (1) supercritical storage of the heliumf rathe_ than
subcritical storage with its phase separation problems and (2) the production
of Hell on demand.
POTENTIALCOSTBENEFITS A suitable J-T_xpander/heat exchanger would allow __
use of supercritical (_a_-ous) helium t rather than the more complex problem
of handling two-phase helxum in 0-_.
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS$
,=,,,, ,
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS J-T expansiurl to temperatures below 2oK ma_ induce
excessive noise (acoustic and thecmal) in sensitive detectors. Behavior
of the Hell produced during the expansion is not well known in O-q and may
cause flow instabilities.
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLO(IIES Cryogenic storage t Hell behavio¢
I
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
I I i I
FT (TDR-I) 7/75
143
1977006974-150
L_.__
I •
TITLE NO. t
PAGE 2 l
COMPARISON OF SPACE& GROUND TEST OPTIONS i _"
8. SPACETEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
I)
INCL. dq° TIMETEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (maxlmin) /_ kin, hr
l
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST:
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT ktloSIZE X X m,POWER kW
POINTING STAGILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. OPERATIONS/DURATION _ ..
IPECIAL GROUND FAC|LiTIEB:
EXISTING: YES O NO(Z ]
TEST CONFIOENCE
ip,
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
L
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: 1
EXISTImG:YES--I .0 l..J
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TEST CONFIOENCE
i iil_ i i
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION "" GROUND lEST OPTION H
C_ ......
TASK COST ill) COST 151
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFGIkC/O
4. TE._T Ik EVAL
TECHNEEDDATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
i i|111
11. VALUE OF SPACETEST $ ($UMOFPROGRAMCOGTSS I
"t
i -i|
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROILAIIILITY
COSTRISK$ ......... i
!ll I1DR-?) 1175
1977006974-151
-3
; L .......... _
FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. , B_-4 .
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
i
1. REF. NO. PREP DATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY
_ TITLE . Transfer of Crvooens Across Gimbals
m
. 3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVELOFSTATEOFART
_ Develop a rotary joint capable of ' CURR'ENT UNPERTURBED REOU14ED '
ii .transferring helium (T=4o to 10OK) 3 4 7i
-. _¢_oss __i.mbals with acceptable . heat losses and disturbances to the instrument i
pointin_ system, Demonstrate in space as _a"_ of an operational system,
v i
£
,, m i
i
_ IIii iiii i
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRSTPAYLOADFLIGHTDATE. lg80i i
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 1,5 YEARS. TECHNOL_ 3Y NEED DATE 1978
" i HI
5. BENEFIT OF AOVANCEMENT NUMBEROFPAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Man_ future scientific instruments require both accurate
_pointing and cryogenic coolin_, The development of a suitable rotary joint
will permit suppl_ dewars (for lon_ mi_;ions) to be loca±ed off the _imbals.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS ,,Less mass on ,qimbals would simplify pointinq and
possibly reduce the size of gimbals required.
ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS $
ii m
: 6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS Low friction, leak-tight cryogenic seals and suitable
low thermal conductance interfacts have _et to be developed,
]
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES Cryogenic Thermal Control
J
1 °
i
i 7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
i,,| ii i i
FT ITDR-1I,_r/75
1977006974-152
• , , !
£
TITLE NO.
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TESTDESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/min) /. kin,INCL. dq, TIME _ hr . ,
,i
BENEFIT OF S_ACETEST:
; . EQUIPMENT: W£1GHT kg.SIZE X X m.POWER kW t
POINTING STABILITY DATA
• ORIENTATION CREW: NO._ 0PERATIONS/DURATION /
-_ SPECIALGROUNDFACILITIES:
EXIING:YEsDNoD
TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIALGROUNDFACILITIES:
EXISTING:YES D NO D
GROUNDTESTLIMI I'ATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUNDTEST OPTION
4
TASK iCY COST(S) COST($)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG& C/O
4, TEST& EVAL I
TECHNEEDDATE JIll
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )¢
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COST RI_K $
i l (1 DR ,') #'7r_
t
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. Bg-5
; TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1 _
! 1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR --
CATEGORY
Y Z: TITLE H@II 5toraoe and Utilization
13. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
I Develop a dewar capable of storing, CURREN1 UNPERTURBED REQUIREDventing, and withdrawing Hell for dis- 2 2 7
! tribution to a single or combination of scientific intruments or experiments, i
: The withdrawal and distribution system may require the development of
temperature-modulated porous plugs and/or helium heat pipes.
I
_ m |
1982
_ 4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOAO DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 19793
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OFPAYLOADS |
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Many future experiments will require Hell coolinq )
(2.2°K), but for a variety of reasons cannot be directly immersed within
the dewar of Hell.
POTENTIAL COST BENEFITS Distribution from a single dewar eliminates the need
for individual dewars with each instrument.
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS$
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS Hell transfer systems using porous plugs based on the
thermo-mechanical and mechano-caloric effec{s ard helium heat pipes have
yet to lie developed and tested in the laboratory.
REOUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Hell behavior in O-g
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT (TDR-1)7/75
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TITLE NO.
PAGE 2
|=l i i ....
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
t-
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/rain) /, kin.INCL. deg,TIME_ hr ,
I
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST:
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT ko,SIZE X X m.POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION /
!/ SPECIALGROUND FAC|LITIES:
EXISTING:YES O N0 O ,
TESTCONFIDENCE IJ
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: i
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
me
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES D NO O !
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS:
;
TESTCONFIDENCE
" !
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUND TESTOPTION
"TASK COST1$) ICOST1$)
1. ANALYSIS
_ 2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEEDD'ATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$, )
, 12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COSTRISK $
1 (1 DR ')) 7,75
148
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i FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. Bg-5
i TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1 __ r
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR __
CATEGORY
_ TITLE 3He/4He D_lution Refriqerator - Operable in O-q i
3 TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART !
Develop a 3He/4He d__lution refrigerator CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
which is capable of continuously
producing_ in 0- 9 for periods up to 30 days ! temperatures in the mK ranqe.
No other methods exist for continuously producing mK temperatures. For
example, the adiabatic demaqnetization of paramaqnetic salt is basically a
single-cycle method of coolin 9 and pumpinq and 3He and 4He can only produce=
at leastf temperatures of 0.5 ° and 0.3°K.
4 SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1981
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 2 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1_)7_)
5 BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS
TECHNICALBENEFITS Ultimate sensitivit_ of advanced detectors (e._. r TR_ etc.)
depends on their operation at mK temperatures. Some physics experiments in
.space, especially solid-state= may also require mK temperatures t
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS Integration time for a detector decreases as the square
of the sensitivity, therefore allowin_ si_nificantl_ mo_e data to be _athered i,
in a single fligLt.
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $
6 RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
i TECHNICALPROBLEMS Current dilution refrigerators depend on _ravit_ for
sep=ration of the 3Fieand 4He phases in the mixin_ chamber and still.
. Alternate means of separation must be developed.
REOUIREDSUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Hell storage and utilization
7 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT (TDR-1) 7/75
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TITLE NO. i
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TESTDESCRIPTION: ALT.(mlxlmin) /. kin,INCL. dq, TIME._ hr ,
- t
I
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: ....
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
POINTING STAB1LITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO._ 0PERATiONS/DURATION /
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING:YEsE_ ] NOEI
TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES D NO [_
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE
=
10. SCHEDULE 81COST SPACETEST OPTION GROUNDTEST OPTION
C_,, =TASK COST15) COST15)
1. ANALYSIS
2, DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST& EVAL
....TEC:HNEED DATE "-'-"
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
,i i
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$, )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COSTRISK $
1 (1 DR.;') 1/75
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. Bg-7
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE HEV DATE LTR m
CATEGORY
2. TITLE Magnetic Refriqeration - Demaqnetization of Rare Earth 5_lts
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
CURRENT UNI_RTURBE'D REQUIRED
Maqnetic refrigeration techniques, 3 4 7
currently bein_ developed in the
laboratory for use with superconducting magnetst needs to be developed and
demonstrated in O-g for cooling applications in the 4-20°K temperature range.
• i
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1984
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 2 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1982
ii
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS _emagnetization of rare _ith salts ooten_lly offer
efficiencies approaching Carnot efficiency. Many experiments and detectors
require temperatures in the 4-20OK range.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS Increased efficiency results in lower power
requirements.
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS $
,i
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS Technique has only been demonstrated in the laboratory
near room temperature. Investigation of additional material with Curie
Points between room temperature and 4°K must be completed.
REOUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Ventlna of fluids in 0-_ Cryogenics
• m j Ul
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
,, i i. l, i i i i ii i
FT (TDR.1) 7/75
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TITLE NO.
PAGE 2
i
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OFrlONS ,,
8. SPACETEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
_ TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/mini / kin, INCL. dig, TIME ._ hr _,
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST:
• EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
POINTING $TABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. _ OPERATIONS/DURATION /
._ SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES O NOD
TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE.
_, TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
¢ SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EX,ST,N0:YESD NOD
: GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TEST CONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK ICOST ($1 COST 151
1. ANAI.YSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
"' TECH NEED DATE |
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL 1
: ii i ill i i i
11. VALUE OF SPACETEST $ ISUMOFPROGRAMCOSTS$ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
t
COST RISK $
1 (1DR-?) 7i75
152
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i FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. Bg-8
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
i
1. REF. NO. 12.2 PREPDATE 7/23/75 REV DATE LTR __
CATEGORY
|
TITLE Closed Cycle Helium Refrigeration Unit
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
s Provide a LHe closed cycle refrig- CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
eration unit to produce temperatures of i
; 1 to 4 degrees Kelvin for loads up to one watt and periods from 7 days (sortie
payload) to 3 years (automated payloads).
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 1 . 5 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
i 5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS 6
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Closed cycle system will permit lcng missions without the
need for resuppiy or large dewars. Weight and volume savings will be
realized through the use of compact refrigeration units in place of large
_ storage devices.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS Savings will be realized through the elimination of
resupply missions for automated payloads.
ESTIMATEO COSTSAVINGS$ 12 H
6. RISK iN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS (1) Design, fabrication and quality control to permit high
reliability throughout long duration n.issions; (2) attainment of temperatures
below lOK using compact recydlin_ units r and (3) high power consumFtion. 1
• 1
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Future Payload Technology Reguirements Study, !
Report #CABD-NAS-75-O04! June 1975. (Taken directl_ from "Future Pa_lo@d I
Technology - 5pace Testin_ and Development Requirements", Preliminary Report.
. 5 August 1975.)
7, REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
,i i i
FT(TDR.1)7/75 _:
153 ii
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TITLE Prototype Liquid Helium Refrigeration hK). Bg-8
PAGE 2
!
COMPARISON OF SPACE& GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACETEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Prototype Liquid Helium Refrisa:ation Unit
L
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/rain) ANY / ANY kin, INCL. ANY de@,TIME 10 hr , :_
Performance check under active orbital op@r@_nal condi_ion._
i
BENEFIT OFSPAGETEST: Unit will be tested under actual environmental conditions l=,
particularly the loading during boost phase.
• i EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 227 Wo,SIZE 1.0 X 0.88 X 0.88 m,P0WER 2.0 kW
,L
:; ' POINTING N/A STABILITY N/A DATA 600 BPS
_ ORIENTATION ANY CREW: NO.. 1 OPERATIONS/DURATION 2 / i hr
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: Acoustical/vibration facility
EX,ING:YES[3"0[3 L
TEST CONFIDENCE 0.8
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Prototype Liquid Helium Refrigeration Unit
>,
- TEST DESCRIPTIONIREQUIREMENTS: Performance and endurance test before and after
simulated boost environment
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: Acoustical/vibration test facilitye vacuum test '!_
chamber
EXm,NG:YESpq N0[3
GROUND TESTLIMITATIONS: .Dynamic load simulation is an approximation of the ..... _
environmental conditions; behavior of LHe in space ne_: zero "9" may be _ ,
different, TEST .'_NFIOENCE 0,8
i
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
.
TASK COST 15) COST ($)
1. ANALYSIS 0.2M _ 0.2M
2. DESIGN 0.6M _. 0.4M
' 3. MFG 8, C/O O.8M Oo6M
4. TEST & EVAL __._ 0,3M -.-- 0,4M
TECH NEED DATE
GR AND TOTAL 1.9M GRAND TOTAL I. 6M
t m
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ 16.4 M (SUMOFPROGRAMCOSTS$ _334 M )
m m
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
°_ Low efficiencies may necessitate high power 0,5 M 0,5
=e_i=ements.
COST RISK $ 250 K
I (I DR 2) 7;15 °_"
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APPENDIX C
1977006974-162
!APPENDIX C
RELATED TECHNOLOGIES NOT EVALUATED BY THERMAL WORKING GROUP
J
The Thermal Control Working Group addressed its consid- :
; erations to the technology matrix in the Outlook for Space -
A Forecast of Space Technology final draft of July 13, 1975.
The storing of matter (See Ref. 3 and Figure C-l) in this
matrix specifically refers to temperature control, radiation
_ control, meteoroid protection, life support systems and con-
tainment of pressurized fluids as parameters of maintenance
of state (survivai). The Working Group emphasized only the
thermal control area since this represented its basic techno-
logical capability; however, it did assess other areas, such
as radiation, to the extent that they impact thermal control :
devices (for example, radiation damage to thermal control
coatings). In the Working Group's deliberations, cryogenics,
contamination, and spacecraft charging were added to the stor-
ing of matter matrix block. It was recognized that still other
related areas are of importance to NASA although these were not _a
considered in any detail. Included were environmental design,
criteria and thermal varuum testing. This appendix is dedicated
to these areas, other than thermal control, which this working
group deems important for OAST to consider, particularly in view
of currently declining support for such areas.
CONT_lINATION--Cont_ination technology includes pre-
• diction, sources, transport mechanisms, constituent •
%,
1977006974-163
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identification, active and passive protection, and
effects. An ultimate objective is the development of
contamination monitors, etc. Currently contamination
monitoring devices are supported by OMSF whereas a
log_cal program fulfilling OAST responsibilities would i
indicate that OAST have this responsibility.
OAST provided through F¥ 74, the R & T base for
NASA 's contamination effort. OAST support has de-
cllned in the past three years from a three-center pzo-
gram of substantial magnitude to a very limited effort
at MSFC in FY 74. OAST's R & T base program was ter-
minated in FY 75. LDEF is considering several experi-
ments on contamination; however, there is currently no
program office to advocate _hese potentlal experiments.
RADIATION EFFECTS--Basic R & T on high energy radiatlc,n
at the Langley Research Center is NASA's only base
effort in this area. It supports applied doslmetry and
shielding design studies in OMSF relative to shuttle,
etc., in aviation safety relative to high flying air-
craft, and in the ilfe sciences area. In the area of
radiation, there is still need for definition of natural
environments (e.g., for Jupiter) and for transport
analysis.
FY 76 funding for continuation of thIJ Langley
I activity on radiation has not been determined. OAST is
157
i
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considering which OAST office will support it, if in-
.! deed it is determined that OAST should support it. The
_ Thermal Control Working Group recognized the potential
hazards of high energy radiation to thermal control
coatings, insulation, etc., but did not consider it
within its scope to propose space experiments on basic
radiation effects. LDEF is currently assessing radia-
tion experiments; however, an OAST program office will
be required to advocate such experiments.
METEOROID PROTECTION--OAST has, in the past decade,
conducted extensive R & T on meteoroid environments and
structural protection of spacecraft from micro-meteoroid _
impact. The MTS (Meteoroid Technology Satellite) flight
program essentially completed OAST's R & T in this area
,_ Ln PY 74.
For the past two years OAST emphasis has been fo-
cused on space debris and its hazards, particularly to
earth orbital spacecraft. Because of limitations of
ground based radar to resolve the debris population in _
earth orbital environments, a space flight experiment
has been proposed and rejected. It is not now possible
to fly such a space debris experiment to prcvide input
for early shuttle flights.
The Thermal Control Working G cup did not consider
potential shuttl_ payload experiments on space debris.
i
1977006974-165
The TC Working Group did discuss the need for micro-
i meteoroid studies in the planet Saturn environment but
|
i did not address the potential for flight experiments.
_ LDEF is considering experiments on micrometeoroids and
space debris.
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN CRITERIA--The objective of this
; oi
program is to provide current and future missions with
!
up-to-date knowledge of the space environment including
planetary environment for use in design of spacecraft
and missions. The value of this program has been
_ attested to by numerous spacecraft and mission designers.
OAST supported a major program in this area which
reached a climax in FY 71. Since that time a three-
center activity has declined to a clean-up action by
GSFC in FY 75. The program is not being supported in
J
FY 76. Consequently, previous monographs on s._ace en-
i
i vironmental design criteria are not being updated and
no new monographs are being initiated.
!
i The Thermal Control Working Group considered this
?
subject only brieEly, insofar as it refers to the under-
standing of the natural environment of _pace. In the
future it appears that the collection Ind evaluation of
such data will be the responsibility of ea'_h mi-sion
project manager.
1977006974-166
THERMAL VACUUM TESTING--Ground based facilities can pro-
vide knowledge of materials and equipment operations in
space. These space simulation facilities provide the
basis by which decisions requiring space verification are
made.
OAST has provided extensive facilities to perform
such studies in the past. In FY 72 this major thermal
vacuum testing program was terminated. Although most
facilities are still intact, the availability of these
facilities for studies of materials and devices is un-
certain• For one thing, the up-grading of these £acili-
ties to meet current requirements is not being done to
the knowledge of the Thermal Control Working Group.
If OAST is to provide the NASA R & T needed by OSS, OA, and
_ OMSF, then areas such as those described herein should not be
terminated witho._t serious assessment of potential future
requirements.
REPRODUCIBILrrY OF THE
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